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the appliances were not to be found. The
ship could not go to the dock nor the dock
come to the
ship. The English engineer would
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not
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How the Great East cm was

so

1803.

Repaired.
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What of the Great Eastern ? It has been
known to the public for some three months

ship was lying in the Sound off Fort
Schuyler, in a disabled condition, and some
learned reports and speculations have occasionally appeared in the newspapers in regard
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tented both here and in England, by Mr. Otis
of Boston. This, we have already seen,
saved her in her late disaster. Second, it will
be remembered that on her second passage
out from England she was disabled In a storm,
losing her rudder, and was in imminent danger of swamping at sea witli all on board. After various attempts to rig a steering apparatus, all of which failed, Mr. Towle,an engineer
of N. Y., being one of her passengers,invented
and applied an apparatus that accomplished
the object and saved the ship. Now, again,
the Messrs. Henry B. and Edward 8. Kenwick
are called to save her and
accomplish it, leaving her, so far as her late damage is concerned as good as new I
This last repair, if our description is understood, it will l>e seen was one of great difficulty ami required precisely the tact and talent
usually possessed by the American engineer,
who, from the s®ie of the art in this country,
owing to the lack of appliances,is often thrown
upon his own resources to accomplish what
the English engineer gets great credit for effecting with all the experience ami apparatus
afforded by centuries, at hand. As an example, had the accident to the Great Eastern happened in the river Mersey, she would have
been towed into a Liverpool dock where the
water could have been removed, ami she then
could have been repaired with the ease that a
ship could have been caulked and coppered;
but being a big ship, ‘-1110 Great Eastern,”
there would have liecn a
great display and
flourish of bunting and the eligineer would
probably have been knighted ns Sir Rivet
Head! or! some other eqnally
euphonious
name!
But in the present case the
and
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unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
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SKATE,
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MOSES

RALPH BUTLER, Jb.,
W. ||. SAVAGE.
rottland, January 1, 1863.
jan3d3w

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of BE HU ESS BROS. If CO., is
this day dissolved by mutual couseut.
Either party is authorized to use the name of the
firm in liquidation.
( HAS. 8. BURGESS.
HENRY II. BURGESS.

Portland, January 1.1862.

a

copart-

BURGESS, FOBES A CO.,

j

carry on the same kind of business
Arm, in all its branches, at the old stand,

as

.A^g-ain!”

ALL FUO.1V A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

Street

Washington
j

ALAO ON HAND

BOLT

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BKEAD
found in similar establishments; and lie hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

For

|
!

quantities*

the old

by the barrel,

H. C. LOVELL &

HO Commercial Street.
HENRY If. BURGESS,
C HARLES S. FOBES.
Portland. Jan. 1st, 1863.
janl d3w
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a
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STORE129
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Bond Bond*..

of the second mortgage Hoods of tVie
Kennebec and Portland Kailioad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon due on the 16th of October, 1862. are hereby request' d to deposit the same
in my hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland & Kennebec Railroad, (a une organization,) us soon as the books and certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ*S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8, 18*52.
Treasurer Portland & Kennebec Railroad.
decl8 dtf
Augusta. Dec. 1C, 1862.

4

Front Street, Bath.

subscriber would inform his frieuds and
he may be found at

THE
public, that

i.

Cottons and

j

AT VERY

fllHK attention of Music Dealers and Booksellers
J is called to a new National Song, “FAIR COLUMBIA. by Ecoknk Hat<h elder. Any one
enclosing 20 cents in stamps to W. Paine or H. Packard Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to him by
mail, postage paid. Liberal discount to the tiudejan 14 eodeowtf
Book and

Periodical Depot For
Sale.
fTMIE undersigned, being about to change bis busifers

ness, offers his stock and stand
a rare chance for a man with a

larscapital.

•Ian 8—dtf

for sale. This offew hundred dolto
J. CLARK,
CHARLES
Apply
Cor. Congress and Chestnut sts.

1*51)8011 House.
a

can

al

sriiLti.

tbe above house,

few single gen*
with board and
No. 37 MI DI>LE

j»u 8-daw

I

SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
and all other goods usually found in

A

Dry Goods
are

also

Agents

Store 1

for

Portland, Jan. 2d, 1803.

jan3 2m

OYSTERS,
Cooked iu the best manner, at the

RESTAURANT.

Meals at all hours, cooked to order.
-ALSO-

ON

DR A I’OUT

0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Rear U. S. Hotel, No. 1U Federal Street, Portland
dcc23 3in

j

orders
tor steam, gas and water
Steam and tins F-ttings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
gis.
Orders received for Pattern making, and .Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, &e.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Agent,
dec 16 dtf

pipes*.

MAmNlT
Chain* and Track Iron*.

filHE undersigned lias been appointed Agent for
.1
the sale of Mai ine Railway and other Chains,

in the Cnitcd States and British North America.manufactured by Henry W«m»i> & Co., of Liverpool,
Croat Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows'its average breaking strain to be 80 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliablachains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes ami the Bolts to match; also,
Spikes of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships’ Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms a* can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

supply

jaulO ’62 dlawly*

C.

with

Colored, and

all other kinds of

BLAKE’S,

mending

city.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

CROC EERY,

WARE.

-C. H. B. also manufactures-

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK
Of every description, including Taylor’* SelfSupporting L>kawxr. the best kind ever made.
feT" All orders for Repairing Furniture, VarnishChair Seating, blazing, ke.,
ing,
promptly attended to.
JoUHtf

STORE,

Upholstering,

Exchange k Federal Streets.

WE

A

S T REE T.

will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,'
P L U M HER,

Copartnership Notice,
together

-MAKER

OF-

.FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

FRYE,

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Mm.

have taken Store

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver plated Corks.
Description of Water Fixtt re for DwellJ ing Houses. Hotels. Public
Buildings. Shins, Ac.,

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand.
Floor,

H.

No. 30 UNION

INVERT

arranged and set up in the best manner, and all orders iu town or
country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
jul\2Jklly

Coro, Meal, Oali, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Malt, Ac.
AUAKIAli FBU8T,
ADDISOJi FHYE.

Trunks I Trunks!
VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

Mkbbrs. F lost A Frtu
haring leaned my Mill and
purchased ray Hock and trade, I cheerfully recoinmend them to my customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY,
novatf

-and-

Carpet-Bags,

ALBERT WEBB A CO,
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARD8
Our

Styles

arc

SHOP

unsurpassed.

HEAD OF Ml Jill

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AND

ALL
1

_

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

uaiiu, «/uup 4').

ui

Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford, Mads.

ILL'S WHARF,

and

Mabcfactcbbb,
IMPORTER
and is constantly manufacturing

All the Lateit

Styles
OF-

CAPES,

COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROHES, Ac.,Ac.,

WILLIAM

No. 120 .Middle Street.

21

WAR CLAIM
8100

AGENCY^

Pensions
Procured for widow* or children ol Officers and Soldier* who hat e died while in the service of the Uni.
ted States.
Trize Money. Tensions, Bounty and Back
Tay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Tension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reoe
prompt attention.
Tost Office address

SETH E. BEED1
Augusta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

Hon. James G. Blaine,
§ep90d& wl4tf

CO A L

B. Ilall,
Sec y of State,

Hon. Nathan Dane,

State Treasurer.

&

CHEAP

Joseph

W

OOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Commission

Ship

Pure and Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

foals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

quality,

ITb.

Best

Hard and Soli Wood.
The public are requested to call, as we are detergive good bargains to those w ho pay cash.

mined to

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
JuISltf

Milk Route Tor Kale.
inquiry at this office, or No. t»2 Exchange St.,

one can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK
ROUTE," in which there is not a customer who has
failed to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage iu
the business, or to enlarge his present "route."
now 12 eodtf

(Formerly WILLIAM C.

Coni, Wood
Opposite

Smith's

Wharf..Portland, Mb.
novl tf

WHOLESALE DEALERS

*

building.

J

)

W. PERKIXS &

join

COM

IN

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
DRICS, HI STUFFS. CLASS fill,

FLUID, KEBOSENE OIL. ftc.,

JOHN ROBINSON.
dec 16 tf
Portland. Dec. 16,1882.

86 Commercial Street,

JuTOdftwly

rkowi,

Thomas

Block,

PORTLAND. MK.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

At <VJ Middin Street,
House,

Mention riven to CUTTING sod
GARMENTS, by

MAKING BIOS'
PARTICULAR

LAT-

Of

BEEVES,

A. I>.

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,
Flint')' Doeskins nnd Cnssimnrcs.

»S

JAHA

Latest. Styles of
CLOTHING,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, An*. 8. 1*52.

rULL 8TOCK OF TitK

READY-MADE

Roofing Slate,
Street,

nnd

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW,

Exchange Street,

A

CO.,)

275 Commercial

House.

receiving the

HOW A

-Dealers in-

and fitted it up anew, I am now ready to wait upon
my former customers and the public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

ALSO,

dtf

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.,

EXCHANGE

on hand, anti are daily
MOST DR8IRABLR 8TYLXB

Photograph,

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h'd Preble St.

aug4dly

aild

or

27 Market
July 14th. 1SS2.

•et up iu the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
8. D. MERRILL.

Have

Ambrotype
—

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Si/p«*r Plated | Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
W* All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

*8T

YOU

DO

Bath

the Custom

dtf

not fkil to call at Jio 27 Market Square, where
the) take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satUfhction. at pricer rhich defy
competition.
N. B
Large Ambrotype. onlf fyteea Cent..

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Opposite

Cloths,

to make them up at abort notice.
Cal] and See.

-WANT THE-

PLUMBERS,

|f

frill assortment of

IP

MEKKILL A (U,

leased the

a

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.

JOSEPH HALS.

MERCHANTS*

BOSTON,

selected Stock of

Portland. Sept. 24. 1AS2.

•••Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
ana purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
d& w6«n7
August 2. 18&2.

and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

prepared

—

Portland, Me.

(»ardi.\i:r &

FOR SMITHS' USE.

BY

And i.

and Cabin Stores,

YKATON,

well

Military

Merchants,

AND DEALERS IN

AND

large and

Also

; Corner Commercial SI. and Long Wh’l,
JOHN

a

—

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vettings!

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

Having

LOBBERY,

YORK

With

HALE.

Nos. 17 A 19

THE GENUINE

REEVES,

HA« Jr*T RtTl'RSEn FROM

—

NEW

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

STREET.

Tho Tailor,

Exchange Street, Portland.

YEA TOM A

HAZEL TON

JO UN'S,

D.

/US'S. fc.. fe.

148

SPRING

THESE

-A..

Lounges, Bedslrads

Eating

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

MIDDLE

88

As usual.keens constantly supplied with froth
#■1 ond fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in eve*
ty variety and style for gentlemen's and la*
f
wear, and invite all his old cuatoniera
and the public generallv to give them a call whencv*
erthev derive to replenfrh their "under»ten4in»»"
W. W. L i* agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k l.ihli. SHVIM.-MAl H1XE.S aiig5—drad

gAi

7*d»e*

Water

UKPBRKNC1M
Hon.

PARKER,

LOT II HOP,
E. Shaw k Co.)

Formerly

SPR/S'G-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEH'-CCSH-

Pensions,

Kstablished for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled
sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,

F.

!

W U»ir Mattreaaes renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-eaned in an improved manner, gecund-hand Furniture bought
| sold or exchanged.
juiaodSin

Ad<1 Pensions.

Hon. Lot M

No.

dly

FURNITURE,

Bounty money, Buck Pay,

Invalid

l

UPHOLSTERER

all of which will be sold on the most reasonable terms.
LiT Call before purchasing elsewhere.
not

Tailor,

,98 EXCHANGE STREET,

of

GOODS,

-COStSIBTI SO

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
W

...

Portland. Aug. 6.1862.

ha, ob band,
from tho best

stock,

run

AND
NAVY
TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

SISSKRAIT,

mod Fmj.hioii.ljlf Stock of the .bore ATbe found at this establishment, coma traveling outfit.
J. R. DL'RAN.

nta\

prising every de crlption for
Ju.
d6m
X). 18(3.

ARMY

A. D. REEVES,

NO. 120 MIDDLE STREET,

1

R

tides
ALA

P.rtlnmd. Mr.
ji'23tf

__

MANUFACTORY,

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

BY
daw

(iEOKGE A.

Dl’RAN’S

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Commercial Street.

the

UNION STREET,
shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any

Railway

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

ALBION

1

Foy’s

Corset and §kirt Supporter,

ENGLISH ALE
and his wife, and
A Gentleman
tlenicn,
be accommodated

Tickings,

LOW PRICES FOR THE TIMES.'

We

Fair Columbia !

(until Ins

GOODS, I

DRESS

HOLDERS

1

Brfrnze,

IVil,

37
ltnil

Oil—for

RONE.

Portland, Xov. 1,1862.

rnr

MACH I X EIIY
Steam and CJas Fittings, &e.

SON,

Middle Street

T

CORDAGE, &C.,

St. Peter Street, QUEBEC.
ty Samples on liaud, and orders taken bv
J. T. PATTEN & CO.,

M. BRADISH.
GOOD FAM/L F FLOUR

ROPE

Corner

by

Of various descriptions.

years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Kichards his interest in
! the

!

substitute for Cotton.)

UNBLEACHED CANVAS. WITH BED STRIPE,

THE
five

COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,

and

(A

undersigned would inform his old friends
and the public, that after an absence of twenty-

and will continue to manufacture

LEADS,

DOCUMENTS executed

LAW

Dispatch.

BLEACHED FLAX DICK. WITH BLUE STRIPES,

Up Stairs.

“Home

janl d8w

TIIIIE undersigned have this day formed
A uership under the tirm name of

And other

Equity Cases,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
A United State* Government, *10(1 Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heir* of Utticer* or Soldier* dying
in the U. S. *ervicc.

SAIL CLOTH.

74 Middle St.,

nov27dtf

TIIE
!

GOULD,

or

IVORY,

Style,

ARC AT-

MENDING

have this day a««»ciated ourselves
under the name and style of

and

rnilE

20 HOUSES. at prices from 91000 to 95000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 9200 to 93000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

a

Wholesale Commission Business,

!

Estate,

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

SAVAGE,

for the transaction of

d6ra

INVESTMENTS !

Copartnership A'otiee.

thereon the number and value of the same. The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope,aud
til** aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. But one dejKisit of Stamps will be received from
the same party. The parcels os received will be numbered regularly: aud a receipt with a
corresponding
number aud name thereon, given to the applicant.
3. No payments will be inode until after the expiration of 3o da> s from the date of this notice.
4. When
art* ready to be made, the public will be notified thereof by notice posit'd in the
Avenue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, when the holders thereof may receive
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by
them.
6. Only such Postage Stamps as have been in sctual circulation as currency will bo redeemed. Those
of the old issue, aud those which have been used for
the pre-payinent of postage, if any—w hich fact will
be determined by this Department—w ill be retained
by the Postmaster and de* royed. Stamps w hich
have not been used as currency or in pawneut of
postage will lx* returned to Depositors.
ft.
for redemption can be made daily
the hours of 9 a.m.
—Sundays
and 3 l*. m.. until the 31st day of Jauuary.1863. None
trill be received after that date.
7. The undersigned is authorized by the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that lie obtained the said stamps honestly
and legitimately, aud that they have never beeu used
on letters.
A. T. DOLF, Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland, Jauuary 1, 1863.
jan2 tf

Applications
excepted—between

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

Or Walkiso Doll—an amusing tor for Children.

In the Neatest

DEALKKR in-

payments

AND TRIMMING GOODS

To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

Coment,

Insolvable in Water

PORTLAND.

R XT R E 8

to warraut entire sat*

Goods, Ac.,

THO*. h. poor.

OR

FROST

Printing,

mO he-observed by persons presenting POSTAGE
A STAMPS for redemption.
1. Persons presenting Stamps for redemption must
separate them according to the different denomiua-

be obtained at-

can

riKRCED WITH BOLES & GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

d&wtf

POST OFFICE

je24tf

CHAS. r. CROSMAW.

Champlin.

BEST
—AMD—

EF* Only 25Cents per Bottle, at

Executed in taste to snit the most fastidions.

BURLEIGH’S,

NOTICE.

Large Assortment of Lat>ieb' and Uentlemes'b

23.

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

Me.

A FULL supply of all kinds of Stamp' for 'ale at
l\. ray office, No. 92 Commercial street; mid the
public will be expected to um» them on and afU r this
date. (January 1. 1303.)
When sold hi sums less than one dollar, payment
required in J’o*tal < urrency.
OFKirK UoritB—940 12) A. M.; 2 to 4j 1*. M.
X A I'll L J MILLEU. Collecor
1st District State of Maine.
janl2 dtf

Fire and Marini* Ins. Co.,
Of rrovidMUMt.
Pkrfkct Sbcitrity. which ought always to he the
first consideration in effecting insurant**-, is here olfered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office ia “Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.
June

CLOTHING,

AND-

decl2 eod3rn

Internal Revenue

••

;

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy

LORING’S DRUG

Deeds, Law Briefs,

Ja'a P.

CASKETS,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careftal attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

novlT

blic Fire In^nrance Company,
York.
C’x*b Capital and Surplus, *812,000.

ME.

COFFINS

equal.

Exchange St..

Equitable

selected stock of

best

READY-MADE

STONEHAM'Sj

Just

largest and

put up at short notice,

No. 163 1-2 Middle St.

A

description, made to order and warranted

THE

It is invaluable for soleng or patching Boots and
8hoes, and for cementing Leather Belting it has no

TAGS

PORTLAND,
Q. Twitchell. Jul31d6m

llOdkll

GLASS AND EARTHEN

a

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Cash C apital and Surplus *.50,000.
Of New York.

j

Store!

M,

In-

FLOUR Aim PE0VI8I0irS,
Commercial 8t., opp. Thomas Block,

John

IV

merchants.

DJCALKK0

taken

FURNITURE.

National Insurance ('oinp'ia.
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000.

material,

ji-23.it r

Hilton^

Agent of the following Fiiiht C'I-ahh Insurance Co's

St—42

SliadeB,

of

85

YUltK 8TKEKT. PORTLAND, MK.

Billets & Circulars in Every Variety of
Type.

BANK-CBECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADINS.

PORTLAND, ME..

UNIFORMS,

WORK,

car.

iXD

And

INSURANCE.

74 Middle.

TWITCHELE A CHAilfPLlN,

Commission

FOR SOLEING

NEATEST MANNER.

WARItEX SPARROW,

8m

Press Office.

lioots and Shoos.

grinsDre* Buildin/p, Vew!* in port. Merchandize, Household Furniture, &c., against loss by Fire.
*100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.
jan7 tf

FIRE

Street,

Sugar Refinery,

HAVE

IIILL-IIE ADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

Promptly Executed

store, No. 75 Middle Street,
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

VOKK, l'HlLADEL-

and

—AT THX—

State Agent, Washington,
U. C.
*

Every Variety

Style and Cost.

Steamers,

TICKETS FOR SALE.

Clothing-

Neatly

Auociatioa,

dispensary

EOK SALE AT BUKLEIGH'S,

AT BURLEIGH'S.

SHADES, of all dimension?. made, lettered and

Badness Cards of

COMPANY,

VIA FALL UIVER TO NEW

printing,

—

ID rug

Orders,

and all othkh kind* or

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

New

AMD TUB—

PHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

For officers, made to order, from the best
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Fancy Types,

COUPONS,

Town Ufote* and

tf_

Is adequate to do nny work demanded in this State

and

Of every description,

Is selling, regardless of Cost,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banner*. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
STORE

Book and

Portland.

State Line of

Maine
oc21

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia
Bay

WITH

J. W. HATHAWAY,

nnd their nnortment of

Company,

Exchange

milk Streets

—

CUSTOM

TO

of

STEAMSHIP

Summer

machinery,

Or Hartford, Comm.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *800,000.

nov20 eodtf

EXECUTED

*100,000.

jEtna Life Insurance

103 Middle Street.

PATTERNS !
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.

Window

roved modern

according to law,

and

Corporation Bonds,

AUEAEY
AND

Soldiers’ Relief

Establishment is (tarnished with all the ap-

Their

AGENT FOII THE

MILITARY

41—Fi\ehange

and invested

town

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND, ME.

Je23tf

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET,
Portland, Angnst 6.1862.
dig

Communications to be addressed to

Nkw York.

BLBLEIGIVS,

niLITAk

JOB PRINTING

REEVES,

98

C«r«rr ef Pearl and Federal Sis..

No. 275 F

Company,
Me.

Bangor.

Cut. made and trimmed by

A. D.

‘Work.

Free Stone,

MAINE

BOO-I AND

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

AT

The Proprietors of the Pobtlani> Dailt Punas
respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executin'.'. in beautiful style, every description of

Co.,

Of South Berwick.

Of

FITTING,

manner.

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

—

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *960,000.

1U.,

janl

Company,

Fire and Marine Ins.

Capital, paid in

Marble

_

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
•Ja. Ladies’ Riding: Habits, Ac.,

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
JnUdtf

Second Floor,

JeMtf

fl,c'^n

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental Work and
Grindstone*.

Union Fire Insurance

Headquarters

Fox Block,

STREET,

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Cash

GAS

Done in the best

No. 82! EXCHANGE

B.—All work being
promptly (nd peraenattended to, la warranted to give
thorough aatla-

ally

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

Marble,

—

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

sale

J.

Ok Boston, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Printing Office,

Fire Insurance Co.,

Fire Insurance

Fiscataqua

Watch-Maker,

Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole-

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Of Springfield, Maps.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

CliAB.fi. ROGERS.

January lit, 1803.

Ct.

Hampden

Conway

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

POWER

Book and Job

Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.

dtf

Latest from

STEAM

Of

see

c. J. CROSS,
141 Ml«lr SltMt,
P.rllaad. Me.

MANUFACTURER OF

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

95 MIDDLE SIREEl.
oc29

Produce

and

JOHN T. ROGER*.

to

o

Hartford,
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *350,000.

GOODS,

they offer at

Prices to suit the Tinieg !

PORTLAND, Ml.

un:.?t

lie removed, others fitted and riveted
in their places, and this to lie done, not in a
temporary manner, hut thorough, complete,
and permanent.
Now they did it by building a semi-circular scow, with the courave side open, and the
edges, or gunwales, accurately titled to the
side of the ship surrounding the Iracture, the
shape of which was found by tilting moulds
to the interior shell, and adding the distance
of the outer from the inner shell to the radius
of the circle. Then, in order to insure a water-tight joint, a channel was made nround on
tile top of the gunwale, in w hich was placed a
large empty hose. This scow was 104 feet in
length, by 15 in breadth, which being secured
by chains carried on board of the ship, was
ballasted with iron to submerge it, aud by
means of the chains on lioanl, was carried under the ship, and by the direction of the divers
was located so as to cover" the fracture, when
other chains were passed under the scow, and
hove up with windlasses on hoard. A couple
of shafts or outlets from the scow were carried up the side of the ship, through which the
divers entered, and found it all right in location.
The next operation was to pack or render
water-tight the joint between the gunwale of
the scow and the side of the ship, without
whieli it would be a failure. This was accomcoinplished to perfection iiy forcing water in
to the hose which had been placed in the
channel on the guuwaie for that purpose. The
next ojieration was to pump the water out of
the scow, which was soon accomplished, at
the rate of three thousand gallons per minute,
thereby leaving a space or submarine workshop 104 feet long by lllteen feet wide and
seven and a hall feet high, and thirty-four feet
below water! Here the plates were removed,
new ones titled, riveted aud caulked with as
much facility as in dock!
The plates removed measure ninety-six feet
in length and average nine feet wide—equal
to eight hundred aud sixty-four square feet;
rather an extensive patch.’ This ship seems to
have been an especial occasion lor Yankee e»gineers to show their peculiar cuteuess and
skill iti getting her out »f difficulties. Let us
enumerate: First, the plan of building her

Of

and

J. L. WINSLOW', Agent,

BUSINESS CARDS.

AM EVERY DESCRIPTION OF IACH1MIT,

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

tyUallin before purchasing elsewhere,
jor yourself !

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

CASII CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *000,000.
Profits annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers.

Clothing,

Which

BUSINESS CARDS.

Co.

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, No. 104 Broadway.

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

No. 129 Commercial Street,

It has been known to engineers that there
were efforts being made to repair the damage,
and that the Messrs. lien w ick of New York
were employed to direct the work, and we
were satisfied it was only a question of time,
that it was within the power of the engineer
to accomplish it, and that the gentlemen selected were competent and equal to the task.
The injury was caused by the ship striking
on a sunken rock off Monlauk Point in August last, causiuga fracture of a most formidable character. The peculiar construction of
the ship saved her from immediate destruction.
She has two skins, or shells, easing her sides,
both of which are perfectly water-tight; hence
if a hole of indefinite size is stove through the
outer shell, the inner one is tight and saves
the ship. The space between these shells is
two feet nine inches, and is divided into compartments water-tight, there being communication from one to another by incaus of “manholes'’ when desired.
The fracture was eighty-six feet in length,
and varied materially in width.
Its extent
and locality was ascertained by divers, armor
clad. Exact measures were taken. The fracture occurred on the side, or at the turn of the
bilge, where many of the immense plates were
torn entirely out, others bent in every conceivable shape, and it was found necessary to
cut out many in order to restore it to its original form. It must be understood that this
vv <*3

BOND

FURNISHING

N0. 176.

PRINTING.

and London Fire and Life In-

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

New and Desirable Styles of

Cloths,

DOW,

surance

ASH WHOLESALE HEALERS IS

subject professionally.

him.

Liverpool

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

to her, all of which are about as near correct
as such productions usually are when promulgated by those who know nothing about the

plates

ROLLINSli

I

1863.

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

-AT-

General

that this

him

A

1. HiMiHKS

JOHN E.

No. 95.Middle {Street

New Year’s Day in Soeth Caroina.—
Thi' 1st of January, 180.1—the day announced
by President I.incoin for the emancipation of
the slaves of all owners in rebellion
against
the Government of the United States—was
celebrated at Smith's Plantation with great
enthusiasm. The address of Gen. Saxton, issued some days since, attracted to the beautiful grounds of Camp Saxton a crowd of nearly three thousand people.
The steamers Flora and Boston, laden with
h heavy freight of dusky humanity, arrived opposite tile landing at Smith's at noon. A procession was soon formed, and, with the band
of the Eighth Maine Volunteers at its head,
marched to the spacious live-oak grove in the
rear of tile plantation mansion.
Ilere a stand
was erected, on which were seated General
Saxton. Chaplain French,Col. liigginson, Collector Severance. Dr. Brisband, Dr. Peck, and
numerous other
important personages. The
ceremonies were opened with prayer by the
Rev. Mr. Fowler, Chaplain of the colored regiment, after which an original ode, composed
for the occasion, by Prof. Zachos of Antioch
College was sung. The proclamation of the
President and Gen. Saxton's address were
next read.
A set of colors—the gift of Dr.
Cheever’s church in New York city—was then
to
oresented
the regiment by Mr. French,Col.
liigginson receiving the flags in behalf of the
regiment, and calling upon Sergeant Rivers
and Corporal Sutton, to whose care he entrusted them for speeches. They were given with
great animation, and were receiveil with tumultuous applause. Speeches were also made
by Gen. Saxton, Mrs. Francis I). Gage, and
others, and the crowd then adjourned to the
eating ground, where a barbecue, consisting
os twelve roasted oxen and numerous barrels
of molasses and water, was soon disposed of.
At four o’clock the negroes re-embarked for
their homes—having participated in the celebration of the happiest New Year’s day that
ever dawned upon them.—[New South.

at

delayed beyond

Not

j way.

MORNING, JANUARY 16,

INSURANCE.

NEW FALL taunts
For Gentlemen’s Wear,

the custom to

FOSTER, OILMAN ®ud HALL,
Under the firm name of

day morning,

FRIDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

j

dly

LYNCH A CO,

"^Vholesale
AND

Q-rocers,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES_COMMERCIAL STREET,

Gentlemen’s
which

we

will

(Opposite head of Widgery'i WhArf.)
Portland, Me.

Furnishing Goods,

sell at prices to suit the times.

Portland. Nov. 19,1863.

dtf

JOHN

LYNCH.

PEL ICO

JeSMtf

BARKEN.

THOf.

LYNCH

1

Torrespondenro of the Tress.
Letter irom tlie Federal t'npllal.
Washingtox, Jan. 12, 1863.

THE DAILY PRESS.
POBTLAlfD,

MAINE

Of all the years we have numbered as
tion. the darkest has ju“t. terminated.

Friday Morning, January 10, 1803.

Next to downright

treason

there is nothing
and wire-

wrung with the double anguish of seeing their
country in deadly peril, and their bravest and

class of

dearest slain, the iebel States echoed with jubilations, and tlie godless wretches who re-

political leaders

execrable in

one

array
pullers, than attempts
citizens against another in the same community ; the poor against the rich, for example, or
the ignorant against those who have been favored with better educational advantages.
Those who appeal to the blind prejudices of a
class, and particularly the prejudices of those
whose means of becoming acquainted with our
institutions have been limited,—who have hut
recently found an asylum from poverty and
oppression on our soil,—with a view to array
them against our native citizens, cannot be
to

main in the
had

burglar, the midnight assassin
incendiary, and sink as far below these
than the

the

in manliness

as

does the vile

slanderer below the

back-biter and

who mests you face
to face in open day-light.and draws a revolver
upon you. We have been led into this train
of remark by reading in that pattern paper,the
the

Argus,

man

following:

Charitt.—That “Charity,” which the Sa-

vior set down as the cardinal virtue, seems to
he counted out from the list by at least one
prominent clergyman. On the last Sabbath
in New York, the Rev. Mr. Frothingham,
(Unitarian,) preached against such practical
charity as giving to the poor—which the New
Testament says is lending to the Lord. The
Express says that the reverend aristocrat declared that the Irish laborers in New York
ought to bow down to the abolitionists whet>kiss their feet! When

clergyman

a

can

begin

by preaching against relieving the
necessities of his fellow men. according to the
precepts and teachings of Christ, this man
worship, which is against a direct command of
God, is bat the natural sequence of those who
begin with abolitionism and end in infidelity.
When, too. we see tile Irish kissing the leet of
the abolitionists, as recommended by Mr.
Frothingham. we shall expect to seethe world
a sermon

considerably more mad than it is.
Rev. Mr. Frothingham is a geutleman of established reputation, which can no more be injured by such vile sheets ns the Argus and
Express, than could the reputation of an Ole
erlin or a Howard by the ravings of a London
Ash-woman. A paper that has acquired so unenviable a reputation that even its own party
leaders have held it up in legislative debate,
and denounced it as a lying oracle, cannot be
very mischievous where it is best known.
But it is the base attempt to cheat and mislead our adopted Irish citizens, that is
worthy
of special notice in the above. The Argus no
believes the slander it publishes against
Mr. Frothingham, than it believes its own unmore

manly

against

insinuations

President

Lincoln;

but it will stoop to the miserable business of
exciting a blind Irish prejudice, hoping there-

by

to

gain

a

few votes.

of the New York

acter

And what is the char-

ally

of the

Argus,

in

despicable business? The New York Express is the organ of the anti-Irisii or knownothing sentiment of New York. Its editors
this

staked the last dollar of their

political capital
nothings
rejoiced

upon the issue made up by the know
against the Irish, and heralded and
over

the

church-burnings and

other barbarities

which,

not over six years ago, they labored to
excite. Tne two Brookses are covered all
over with what they now call the “slime of ab-

far

so

loyal North only to betray it,
in them lay prudently seen

as

to

give

er

and more

to

speeches and editorials a
cheerful vivacity.

their

[SPECIAL

concurrence.

Milliken of Hancock, Seabury and Rob-

On motion of Mr.
several

fresh-

departments

ed nature, many a poor victim of fiendish cruor brutal lust, has supplicated all through

elty

years of compromise, and crime, ami shame
even until tlie present, witli “groanings that
our

icent, so just and right, would receive the approval of men and the blessing of God?
If in excepting from its operations some
I1UW

UlCICUCi

with tile thinnest

ally,

ami oilier

possible
portions which

»

make

loy-

no

pretense to loyalty, the President failed to meet
our expectations; yet in boldly
proposing to
make soldiers of the freedinen, thus

them

to

we

of in

the

IN CONVENTION.

At the appointed time the Senate came in and
the President took the chair. Gen. Perry then
came in and took and subscribed the oaths.
A ballot was then taken for Councillor for the
Sixth District, and Hiram Ruggles, Esq., was
elected, receiving 129 votes out of 133 cast. The
convention then dissolved.
On motion of Mr. Foster, of Xewry, the com-

Agriculture

was

directed

to

chap.
on

The

Argus and the Secretary
Treasury.

Tuesday’s Argus
from New York

of the

contained several extracts

minors

iiitomlnil

In

(liosirami

Secretary Chase and his management of the
finances of the government. Every one familiar with finances knows that there are always
and in all countries alike, two classes of monied men and

hankers; Bears, who would depreclass of security, that they might

enquire

74 of the

wolves and

Jan. d.

to sell out at a profit.
Mr. Secretary Chase

in contact at

with these two classes in our country;
the wants of the government were to be enorsustain

to

build

and

an

army

equip
him,
a

two methods before

large

ours, and
new navy.
lie had

as

as

upon loans,
selling six or seven per cent, stocks at a
great discount, with the specie and the
paper money of state banks for a circulating
to

rely

medium; or by disposing of U. S. slocks at
prices, making up the deficiency by issuing government paper in small sums as u currency, and trust to the patriotism of the people to receive it upon the faith of the U. S.
fair

government.
This latter

course displeased nil those Shylocks who wanted to gel rich, as Girard and
monied men did in the war of 1812, by buying
U. S. stocks at 7l> to 80 per cent, on the dollar,

and hence this class of men and their brokers
in Xew York are continually harping against
Mr.

Chase, because he put his trust in the peopie rather than 111 rich men. Tins is a true
explanation of the articles in the New .York
papers, which the Argus likes to copy.
The address of the

people

of Manches-

ter, England, to President Lincoln, is published. It commences by expressions of “fraternal sentiments” toward the President and the
country over which he presides. It also expresses admiration for the free states “as a
singularly happy abode for the working millions where industry is honored.” Jt closes

by asking the President to accept the high
admiration of the signers “for his tlrmness in
upholding the proclamation of freedom,” Tomorrow perhaps we will give it in lull.
The Advertiser claims to be an “indepaper, and the Argus is a
hunker democratic paper. If any one wishes

pendent republican”

to know the exact difference, let him look at
the “special dispatches” from Augusta, to
these two journals, and he w ill find them cast
in the same mould, showing that an “inde-

pendent republican”
are as
same

and

a

much alike as two

litter.

Resolves relating to ATitionnl Affairs.

“hunker democrat”

puppies from

the

following are the resolves offered in the
on
Wednesday last by Mr. Kingsbury
this city, and referred to the committee on

House
ol

Federal Relations:
W iiereas. Slavery is the conceded cause and
support of the existing gigantic rebellion, and
from a local, limited, industrial institution, it
lias been elevated by treason into a vast war
power: It feeds and clothes the armies of the
rebels in the field, and their families at
home; it
builds their military roads,
digs their military
iutreuchments, erects their forts, navigates their
piratical craft, clears the highways for their
forces, drags their artillery and ammunition as
human beasts of burden, and throws into the
active service of the rebellion three millions of

unwilling victims;—therefore,

Resolved, That we hail with profound satis| faction the
Proclamation of K’mancipation issued
by the President of the United States on the first
ot
day
January, A. It. 18ts(, as a measure right
in itself, justified by military
necessity and the
laws of war, and clearly within the constitutional power ut the President as Uommander-int hief; ami that it will
inaugurate a new and
glorious ejKieli in the history of the nation and
ot Popular Freedom, and strike a final and fatal
blow at the life of the rebellion.
Resolved, That we regard the plan of compensated emancipation, proposed to the loyal
slave States by the President, as
eminently wise
and just, and that if accepted, it will remove the
chief source of strife in the nation and elevate
and dignify labor.
Resolecd, That as the rebellion originated in
the interests of slavery, it is hut equitable that
slavery should aid in its suppression; and that,
therefore, the introduction of southern negroes
into the military service of the nation, so far ns
they can he made effective, we regard as expedient and just.
Resolved, That the Government should listen
to no suggestion of compromise with rebels in
arms against the unity and life of the
republic;
• hat all
adjustments to traitors in rebellion
Would be » premium to
treason; and that the
w ar shall Is*
closed only when the last rebel shall
have
and the flag
surrendered,
unconditionally
j ol the Union, with its thirty-five stars undimned
upon its folds, floats unmolested and reverenced
over every city and
town and village in the land.
Mr. Sumner

Re-F.lected.

Ill the Massachusetts Legislature
yesterday
Hon. Charles Sumner was re-elected United
States Senator for six years lrom the 4th of
March next.
The vote in the Senate was

Sumner 33, J. G. Abbott 3, Charles F. Adams
L
In the House, Sumner 194, Abbott
3S,
Cushing 2, Adams 1. The election was made
by viva voce vote.

departments
sider himself

Washington,
doubly thanked

at

will

imiuwi.CT

..

Literature.

DISTING 171 SHI NO

of the

please confrequent

for his

Medical Examiners.

Maine soldiers are
among the recent deaths at the Washington
hospitals: Elijah P. Ramsdell, Co. 1,23d RegiVW.

a

Augusta

at,

UkU

k'

_,

1111 v

Journal mentions

11

as

a

noticeable lad that very lew old and very few
young men arc seen in the legislature; that
nearly all the members are of w hat is known
as

middle age.

We have
of that man’s

no

faith in the

genuineness

ill take no pains
to remove the ice from the sidewalks in front
of his premises. With all the dirt there is

religion

who

w

mixed a great deal of philanthropy,in a shovel
sprinkled upon an icy w alk.

full of ashes

Sergeant Lew is li. Dole, of Co, E, 10th
regiment, was accidentally killed on
Sunday morning, 4th inst., by the falling of a
tree, which struck him in the head, crushing
the skull in a most shocking manner, lie died
instantly, lie belonged in Vassalboro’, was
about thirty-five years of age, and leaves a
wife and family.—[Lewiston Journal.
A dirty secession sheet iu Hallow ed,
whose editor has virtually boasted that an
honest debt against him cannot be collected
threatens to publish our history. Poor encouragement for public notoriety, to be published in a paper that nobody reads,and which
uo decent man would touch
except with tongs.
7

Maine

NEWS.

PORT OP PORTLAND.
Thursday,.January id.
ARRIVED.

reported in the .luia's news as foundered at sea. is
"Eliza Leavitt." The E L was an A2
tons, built at Portland in 1851, and hailed

the
probably
bark of 297

EXCELLENCIES.

While we prefer that the work should speak
from Bostou.
for itself, and that others should herald its ex- I
DISASTERS.
we
cannot
from
cellencies,
refrain
calliug attenShip Avon, at San Francisco, fin Manila, encountion to the following points in which we take an
tered severe hurricanes Nov *J and Dec 23. necessitathonest pride in believing that the New Ameriing the throwing overboard oi a considerable porcan Cyclopedia surpasses all others:
tion of her cargo.
In Accuracy and Freshness of InformaSell 31 S Til)belts, from New York, which was
ashore below New Orleans, only damaged it small
tion.—The value of a work of this kind is exportion of her cargo.
it must
actly proportioned to its correctness.
preclude the necessity of having other books.—
DOMESTIC PORTS.
its decision must be final.
It must be an ultiBALTI3IORK—Ar 13th, bark Lapwiug, Kelley, fm
matum of reference or it is good for nothing.—
Rio Janeiro.
In this respect ice challenge the most searching
PHI LADELl’HIA—Ar 12th, sch Isaac 3Iorse, Parexamination qf the Cyclopaedia..
It will be
sons Turks Island.
(
Id 12th. brig Gen Boyd, Hull, Beaufort NC; sch
found in all its departments to embody the reW I! Mitchell. Small, Ritstoii.
sults of the most recent research at home aud
Sid 12th, ship Lizzie Moses.
abroad. The latest authorities on every topic
Sid from Delaware Break water 11th. ships William
have been consulted, and the information is
Cummings, for Montevideo: bark White Wing, for
brought down to the very day of printing.
Laguavra; brigs Juniata, for Liverpool: Josie OilIn Cheapness.—Our Cyclopedia has been
key, lor Cienfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th. ship Victoria. Stinson, fin
universally pronounced a miracle of cheapness.
I*o ii don : brigs Fannie, Lorens ten. Bathurst; TW
M e determined at the outset to enlarge its
Rowland, Met arty. New Orleans; Rival,
snliere of usefulness, and make it enitihatiimllv
Applegate,
u Imok for the
sclis Mobile, Howes, New Orleans; George Darby,
people, by putting it at the lowest possible price.
A reference to the terms will | Rogers, Washington ; Pocahontas, Berry, tin do lor
show that it is within the reach of everybody.— I Alexandria.
Cld 13fh, ship Ladoga, Holm. London; brig AugusThose who so desire it may.take it in weekly or
ta. strout. Neil vitas; sell E Arcularius, Boston.
monthly parts at a trifling cost, which, ns a reSid 13th. ship Ceo Griswold; barks Man C l’orter,
cent reviewer suggests, a little extra economy
Geo S lluut, John Bensou, J J l’hilbrick; brig Wm
B
Nash.
in cigars will enable them to meet.
Ar 14th, ships Esmeralda, from Liverpool; Atmos| FRICK.
phere, tin Vera Cruz.
This work is sold to subscribers only.
When
NEWPORT—In port 14th, brig Ma/atlan, Portland
for
it
will form sixteen large octavo volcompleted
Philadelphia; schs Henrietta, Julies, from do toi
Baltimore; Wm H Atwood, Foster. Boston for Tanumes, each containining from 750 to 809 pages,
gier; 11 1, Oicutt, Hopkins, from Bucksport for Key
w ith a carefully
prepared Table of Contents.
West; Governor, of Deer Isle; Goldeu Light, of
It may be bad in volumes, which succeed each
T B llodgniau, ol Camden.
Buckspuyt;
other, one per month, or the whole 15 volumes
Cld 14th. ship Anu E Thompson, bimnsou. Bristol
at once if desired.
E:
barks
Leeiuau. Havana; D C Murray,
Talntti,
The price differs according
Johnstou. New Orleaus; brigs Sarah Peters,Higgins,
to the binding:
Trinidad;
I.
M
Benv. Sagua.
Merrill.
In Extra Cloth, per vol.,
$3,00
BOSTON—Ar 14th, bark Mas*a«oit, Marshall, from
In Library Leather, per vol.,
3,50
Matau/as; sells Witch t^ueen, Kellev. Port Royal;
In Half Turkey Morocco, black, per vol., 4.00
"•tUtesmau. Mitchell, Elizabethport; Texas, Orr, liu
In Half Russia, extra gilt,
New York.
4,50
Cld 14th. ship Martha Cobb. (new. of Rockland,
In Full Morocco,antique,gilt edges,per vol 5,50
1192 tons) Pillsbury, San Francisco; schs Henrietta,
In F'ull Russio,
5,50
Toole. Portsmouth; Bolivar, French, Washington.
HOW TO OBTAIN THK CYCLOF.EMA.
Cld loth, schs Maria Hall, Bartlett, Peace; Laconia. Proctor. Saco.
By remitting to Bailey and Noyes Booksellers,
I&th. schs Jos \V Fish, Shaw,
Portland, the amount for one volume or more. I ■»t(.■ LOl'CESTER—Ar
George for New York; R Bulwinkle. Fieuch, ftu
Immediately on receipt of the money, the book
Rockland for do.
will be sent by mail, or express prepaid, in
Ar 12th, brigs Paragon, Hatch. Boston for Rockj and:
F.ineline, Snow, do for Penobscot: schs Odd
strong wrappers to the address in the State.
Fellow. Hallowed, do lor East port; Jasper. >inith,
Thr above are the Old Prices. As sobn as
lo
for
Wiscasset; Village Belle, McCarty. Picfou tor
the 10th vol. is published—which will be in Febsalem. J N M Brewer, Sprague, Boston lor East port;
ruary—the price will be advanced 50 cents per
Cook, do for Calais; Pearl. Robiinsoii, do
I’oitvoy,
vol. to all new subscribers, w hich is rendered
or Rockland; Geuuine. tales, do for Thomastou;
Northern Light, Lane, do for Vinalhaveu; sloop D
neccessary by reason of the advance of paper
and materials in the manufacture. •Voir is the
Webster, Gerry, do for Portland.
ROCKLAND Ar9th, »cb*#Billow, Emery, from
time to obtain this great work cheaper than it
Portland.
will ever probably be offered again.
Ar 10th, sell Cornelia. BlaisdcH, Portland.
Bailey & Notes, Booksellers and Stationers,
j BELFAST—Sid 11th.achs .1 McAdaiu. Willard, for
5*i & 58 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
Fortress Mouroi; N Clitlafd, bhute, New \ork.

j

Tlie following

The

MARINE

Sell Charleston. Burgess. Belfast for B»»ston.
cluding Mechanics, Mathematics, Astronomy,
Sch Castelaine, Cunningham. Belfast for Boston.
Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology; on
CLEARED.
Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures; on
Steamship United Kingdom. (Br) Verier, N York,
Law, Medicine, and Theology; on Biography ;
k
I)
G
Shaw.
and History, Geography and Ethnology; on Poj bySch Morning Star, Thomas, North Haven.
litical Economy, the Trades, Inventions, Poli;
the
tics,
Bark "Elizabeth Leavitt," from Cadiz for 3Ie*sina,
Things of Common Life, und General

The Commissioner of Pensions has apDr. David B. Brooks of Belfast, Dr.
L. P. Babb of Eastport, and Dr. A. G. Peabody

•uwitiiaiiiuivoc

OF TIIE

Cy7LOI*JEDIA.
The New American Cyclopaedia presents a I
panoramic view of all human knowledge, as it ;
exists at the present moment. It embraces and
popularizes every subject that can be thought of j
In its successive volumes is contained an inexhaustible fund of accurate and practical iuformtionon Art and Science in all their branches, in-

J

Mat-bias,Us

j

of great relief to white sol-

vii

PLAIT

pointed
of

means

|

favors.
~ff

learning,

a

In this city. Jan. llth, Ida F., daughter of John 11.
and Thebe A. Verrv, aged 9 years 6 mouths.
In Rath. Jan. 14th, Mrs. Abby N., wile of Cant.
Alfred S. Merrill, aged 24 vears.
In Rum ford. Dec. 18th, Dea. Daniel Hall,
aged 70
years: 2.1th, Mrs. Sarah, wife of the Jate Dea. Benj.
Farnniii. aged 73 years.
In Brunswick, Dec, —, Mr. Chas Rvan,
aged 66
years; David Arthur ( lough, aged 10 years.

1

E. C. Brett, Esq., the new Secretary of
the Senate, will please accept our thanks for
| copies of annual
reports, from the different
heads of the departments.
one

_

j

i

clerk in

12 oUlcers to the 1st South Carounder Col. Higginsou,

j

of

a

Cardiff.
Ar at Newport

26th. Asa Eldridge, Coleman. fri*n

London.

from Swat

sea

Leghorn.

Ar at Cardiff*

Newport.
Ar at

Huelva.

27th, Nellie Hunt, Leavitt,for

26th, Caroline E Kelley, Pote, from

Greenock 27th nit, Col Ledyard, Sutton, ftn

Sailed from Lamlasli 30th, St Louis, Coffin, for
New York.
Sailed fm Troon 3ist, John W Andrews, Harding,
for Cuba.
Ar at Dublin 31st, Lucy Ellen. Soule. New York.
...

New

..

....

York.

mvuuwuuiiij

*IIU|

OBIUIIUH1I,

iruuxauu,

Sailed from Algoa Bay CGII, Unrania, Cooper, lor
^
Table Bay.
( Id at Gibraltar 26th ult.
Spark of the Ocean, Kinney, (fnmi Cardiff) for Leghorn.
Ar at Cadiz 20«h ult. Ido Kimball, l'Inter, N York:
21st, Frances Secor, Thompson, do.
Arat Havre 20th ult, Onward. Doty, from Philadelphia.
Ar at Dunkirk 28th ult, Bernard, fm New Y'ork.
Ar at Hremcrhaven 25th ult, Vandalia, Patten, (Yn

1

Ar at Antwerp 1st inst, Zen as Coffin, Packard, fm
New Y ork.
Ar at Bremerhavcn 26th ult, Evangeline, Gregory,

Rangoon.
Ar at Bordeaux 28th ult. Faith, Paddock, N Y'ork;
•Toth, Milan, Weeks, New Orleans; 31st, Transit, Mi-

The New Americas- Cvclopshia: Edited by
George Ripley and Charles A. Dana. PubSAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
lished by i). Appleton and Company, New
PTE A MKR
4 ork
PROM
POR
and
PAILS
Bailey
Noyes, Portland, Me.
Every one that reads, every one that amiglcs ! North American. Liverpool.Portland.Jan 8
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Jan 111
in society, is constantly meeting with allusions
llotussia..Southampton..New York Jan 14
to subjects on which he Heeds and desires further
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York_Jan 14
information. In conversation, in trade, in proAustralasian.Liverpool.New York Jan 17
fessioual life, on the farm, in the family, prac- I iiausa.Southampton New York.. Jan 21
tical questions are continually arising, which no
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Jan 24
TO DEPART.
man, well read or not, can always satisfactorily
City of Washing’n.New York Liverpool _Jan 17
answer.
If facilities for reference are at hand,
New York.New York.. Bremen .Jan 17
they are consulted, and not only is the curiosity Nova Scotiau .Portlaud. .Liverpool.Jan 17
gratitied, and the stock of knowledge increased,
Africa..Boston.Liverpool.Jan 21
Teutonia.
.New York. Hamburg.Jan 24
hut perhaps information is gained and ideas are
of Baltimore. New York.. Liverpool.Jail 24
suggested that will directly contribute to the j City
Jura .Portland
Liverpool..... .Jau 24
busiuess success of the party* concerned.
China .New York Liverpool.Jan 31
But how are these facilities tor reference to be
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 4
had? How are the millions to procure a library?
Mails are forw arded by every steamer in the
regu
How are they to obtain the means of
for or from
informing ^ lar lines. The steamers
Liverpool call a
Quceustown, except the Canadian line, w hich call a
p’uii in which iney are inLondonderry.
terested; or satisfying themselves with respect
to
persons anil places, questions of art, science,
PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers, carryreligion aud politics, literature and philosophy, l ing Mails for Aspiuwall. Panama, and California,
agriculture, commerce and manufactures? How | leave New York on the 1st, llth, and 21st of each
can the
working-man hope to bring within his month.
reach the whole circle of sciences, and every
point of human knowledge as developed up to
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
the present moment? We answer, the way is
1G.
Friday..January
easy ; by laying by a small sum from his weekly
HIGH WATER. I
SUN.
I
DAYS.
earnings, and subscribing to the New American
Moru’g. 7 3) Rises.7.27 Length. .9h 20m
Uven'g. 8.05 | Sets.4 54 | Increase.. oh 22m
Cyclopaedia.

few days.

Zff' T. S. Perry, Esq.,

are

diers.

Iff" The bark Achilles, Capt. Gallagher,
\ which is being loaded at
Philadelphia with
j
: breadstuffs for the starving operatives of
Enga

(Per steamship Jura, at this port.]
Liverpool 28rh ult, Edith Pepper, runningham. New York: 30th. North American, (s) Burge**,
Portland; Sea. fm East port; Stephen Crowell, Bowman. New York.
81 d 27th, Chevalier, Perkins. Aden; John Clark.
Letourman. Baltimore: Mary E Campbell, Morse, tor
Callao; J Thompson, Blake. New York.
Cld 29th. Charter Oak. Carver, New Cretans; John
J Boyd. Thomas, and Lizzie Homans.
McKinney, for
New York: 31st, Premier, Thomas, Havana: Consignment, Tukey, New York; Home. Clifford, for
Matauzas.
Ent for loading 28th, Resolute, Freeman. N York;
Revenue. Pousland. Montevideo; 31st, Ella A Clark,
Sears, Maulmain.
29th, Gen Putnam. Rabson. N York ;
d\r at London
K II
Taylor. Lord, and 11 Darling. Reed, do; Black
Hawk. Duane, do.
^r,at ^**a* 28,b. Wandering Jew. Smart, London
tor ( nrdili. (and
ancohred): 31st, I van hoe. Lade, fm
! a la‘!> ,a"d sailed for I^mdoii); Gulf Stream, Bartlett. New \ ork. (and sailed for do.)
Ar at Ryde 1W. 1st inst,
Egypt. Holmes. Callao,
short of provisions.
Off the Kddy,tone 26th,
from
ship J»hn M Mayo,
3
London for C ardiff
Ar at Falmouth 28th, Lorenzo,
Hamblin, ftn Maulmain; Manlius, Brav, Mauritius.
Sailed from Bristol 28th, Tigress,
Stevens, from
at

Hughes. Amsterdam.
Ar at Melbourne Sept 28th. city of Bath, Cooper,
New Y'ork (and sld Oct 28 for C allao.)
Cld Oct 11. Sami Appleton, Osgood. Otago.
Ar at Otago NZ, Sept 25th, Alfred Lemont, Murphv. Melbourne.
Lythnin. Dec 30. The cargo i# being discharged
from the Brazil, from Bangor for Liverpool, which
stranded on the Saltliotise Bank Dee 28.
Cardiff, Dec 8. The Caroline E Kellev. Pote, from
Newport for Havana, was ruu into whilst at anchor
in peuarth Roads Dec 25, and sustained considerable
damage; has come in here and will discharge.
Oct 15. lat

SPOKEN.
5 N, Ion 25 W, ship Mary Bradford, Wilfor Hong Kong
lou 22 E. ship R H Tucker, Clark,

son. from Cardiff
< >ct 28. lat 22 S.
from < alcuttator

Falmouth K.
«»ct 2«. lat 27 -*>» W. Ion 2?* 40 W. ship
Guiding Star,
Small, from Boston for Ca'cutta.
Oct 30, lat 35 S. Ion 24 E. ship Edward Hale, from
Calcutta \ia Mauritius for Boston.
Nov 23, lat 2 46 N. Ion 2258 W, ship King Philip,
Bickford, from New Y'ork for San Francisco.
Nov 20, lat 8N. Ion 22 31 W. ship John Patten,
Emmons, from Liverpool for Singapore.
lH*c 19. lat 30 06 X, lou 37 2» W. ship J G Richardson. Kendall. Callao for Antwerp.
Dec 22. lat 45 50 N. Ion 24 20 w, ship Sunrise, Luce,
from Livorpoo tor New Y’ork.
Ih-c 22, lat 48 26, Ion 25 12. ship Kentuckian, Merryinau, from Liverpool for Portland.
D«*c 23. no lat. Ac., (by a vessel which was iu lat
46 28 N, Ion 25 12. Dec 22d) ship Lorenzo, Hamlin, fm
Maultnain via St Helena for England.
Dec 31, 15 miles South of Old Heed of Kinsale,
ship Ellen Austin, from Liverpool for New York.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
in the Portlaiiu Pont Office JanuMth. uncalled for.
of
these
letters are called for, please sav
any

REMAINING
ary

I W~ti

they are advertised.
I V'A11 letters advertised

charge of

subject

are
to an
one cent.
ME IT FURTHER EXACTED, That

extra

Sec. 5. AST®

lifts of
letters remaining uncalled tor in auy postotfice in any
town
or
a
where
shall
village
be
city,
newspaper
printed, shall hereafter be published once only in the
new simper which bring issued weekly, or oftener.
shall have the largest circulation within the range of
delivery of said office.—Lair* <if the United State*.

LADIES' LIST.
LIDOy AOIjJr I
Larribe Charles

tx-i.i/zie

Aileu Jane
Anderson James

mm

Anderson Mary L

mm

Allen M J mrs
Allen Nancy
Bucknain Abbie A mm
Buckley Adaiine B inm
Barker Chas W mrs
Bennett Elizabeth S mrs
Brad ish Fanny mrs
Baker liattie mrs
Brown Jane mrs
Brazier John E mm
Brown 31 ary A
Baeou Mary E
Blake Mary
Bauuon Ktwe
Brown Sarah S mrs
Brooks Sarah E
Blethen >u*an II mrs
Bishop Sarah E mrs
< obb Anu 31 mrs
Couarv Agnes L
Cummings Catherine I
Chase • anunai < lark st>
('oncibil Jennie

Corberd May (Hne st)

Sarah J

Henry Marietta mrs
Higgcns Mary E
Harris Mina
Horton Relief mrs—2
Hobart Sylvester mrs

Thomps.

Jackson Hannah mrs
Juukons Oliver mrs

W'elhi
Waite

JordanSiiaan
Jordan

W

Virginia
Knight Eunice J
Kendall Helen V

mrs

Shattuck William A mrs
Stinson William B mrs
Trimm Joseph I mrs

Trobe Minnie
n Sarah mrs—2
Vanhorn C' V
Waterhouse Ann mrs
Warren Ann mrs
W'allace Kliza J mn
W'a.llwgli EUa M
Woods John mrs

Wallace Lovinia mrs
Lucy M
Martha mrs—2
Webb Margret mrs
Wallace Mary J
Welch Khotfa—2
Wallace Sophia A mrs—4

mrs
mrs

Kane Mary
Kennedy Margaret J
Karney Richard mrs

York I’ehorah A mrs—2
York George mrs

GENTLEMEN'S LIST.
A net oine

John K
KeHy John
Adams James
Knight Lewis P
Allen Jacob P
Keveny Martin
Arinstroug James H
Kelley Michael
Andrews John D
Kelley Thomas
Allen I homas 8
Knight Thomas M
Brickett Alonzo
Leighton Adam
Blake Albert K
Lord ( ha*
lien nett Burton
Leighton Erring A
Heeling A Lamott ino**r*2 Leighton Jeremiah
! Brown L>avid, for Lewis
Leary John
T Brown
Libby Johnaon
I Bemis Or
Littlefield J W
! Barbour E R
Leighton L W, for G B
! Boy den Edwin
Brood
Bacon
E
Lord Nelson
Bliss II H,
naan
S E
Libby
Brown Isaac
Lord A J
Babb J Edwin
Lincoln 8am T, for mrs
Brewster J f or I T eapt
Jane K Uncoln
Bunker .lames
Leighton W T or W I
Boothbv Joh L
Lang \Tm capt
Butler
(» Heat
Libbv VVin kl.for miss La! Brainard Le Kov
el la A Libby
! Brackett Melville
Morrill Alden K
Nathn
Merrill
A J, for mrs A J
Bungy
Hodsdon
Bryant Orison G
Blackie Richard, for miss Merrill Albert, Cane E
.Sarah Blackie
Milns Alex'r, of N York
i Bourn Svlvanus
Morrill A K
Merrill Benj
j Brooks Tho mas B
i Bragdon Win II
Magart Barney ■
I Brvch Wm, for Catherine Morse Benj
O’Brien
McLregor Chas J
I Bent Win G,Co A 7th reg M*(
arty < has,care of mrs
Maine Vols
Lfowvah
Bohan Win
Morrill D H
Baillie
per Mil liken I> C
steamer John Bell
Me Elian Dennis. for MiI Ohas„*
chael Murray
Anthony
I Crockett Albina II
Mitchell Ephraim
| Curtis Clement 8
Morrill Leo H
Cloudman I>avid P
Merrill II T—2
Corel! Edw T
Mclntire I T
Morse Isaac
Cooper Frank
Clark Geo
McDonald John
Carlton Geo
Murrev James
CobbU II
McLellan John
Curtis Geo M
Melody Jobn
Chase Geo
Marshall J B cant
Cool broth Geo—citizen
MrMeuamin John
Covey H A
McDonagb Jobn
Cushman Henry
Mc< orttney John
: t oad
Murphy John 11

j

|

Henry
clothing

Joseph

Wm.passenger

Joseph

MurphvJohn H.rner.tailor

Carter John
( lark J W
Connallv James
( lark J B
Cook James C
I'nrtM John
Carter Josiah—2
Cavana John, for

Moses J A. for
A Moses
John

mrs

Clara

Murry

McQueenv Michael
Murray Michael
McDonough Michael,

for

Bridget miss Margaret Kaine
Duggan
McDermitt Michael
Card John capt
Mamchall Peter
Crosby M, fancy goods Morgan Patrick, Westb'kfl

store—2
Cobnrn Moses R—2
Crosaoy J Harris
Carr Peter—( ape E
Carr Patrick, for Peter
Codiru
P capt
Calhoun 8am'1, for mrs
Sam l Calhoun
Campbell 8 A capt
Conuely Thos
C lumery Win
Creary W in
Drexcl Avis G
Dean C A
Decker ( has

Meagher Patrick
Merritt Phineas
Mason Richard
Morse Sarn’i J
Morse Satn’l
Murrv Thomas—2
March Wilber C
Nelson Ale*
O'Neil Edward
Owen James, engineer
Osgood A Wight
O’Brien Patrick—J Miller
O’Brien T.for John Miller
Prince Allen, for mr§ Bet-]
sie Prince
Pridees Antonia
Dyer David—Cue E—2 Prentiss Addison, Cape £
Daniels E A
Parsons Geo rapt
Dyer Emery D—Cape E Pettigrew John
(»
for
Thos
Palmer John G
W,
Duiin.ng
U Dunning
Pettengill Joseph
Dowliug Henry
Pope J li— 6
Parker Mr
Dudley John Rev—3
Pratt Stephen
Darlington John
Davis Joseph
Pierce Sam’!, for Joseph
Dilltnou J M
Corliss
1 silly John
Phillip# Wm II, for mra
Mattie A Monroe
Daggett Llewellyn
I>avi» R L
Quirk John
Denman Thos
Reid Alva G
Roberts Albert H
Doughty Thos
Eveleth Deo L P
Ramsdell C V
Evens Richard
Rand C F
Edwards 8
Robbins E D
! Fuller Bishop
Richards Geo
Randall H, for miss Ernej Fisher Beni
line Gonlding
I Fern aid Chas, for miss
Louisa M Femaid
Kicker Hiram
Ficketi El ward 8
Racklef John
Fickett E. for Helen M Rose J B
Fickett
Rand Michael
Richardson M R, for miss
Flynn James
Fletcher
Joel
Catherine Cotter
|
Frost Jacob capt
Rogers Rufus D
; Folle Mich
Robinson Robert
Fairman llob’t
Robinson R W
Robbins Sam’l
| Fish 8 M
Farnsworth Theo’e Hcapt Smith Andrew Chaa, care
Foster Thomas
of mm McArthur
Fisher Win Wheelock,
Sanderson C C
Elizabeth
Short
Chas E
Cape
j Darduer ( hristopher capt Stevens Chas. ag’t
Dreen Daniel, for John Shaw Dauiel G
Saw op IWimI mM fan*
Culbert
Dreen Daniel—2
E.for mm Sarah A Emery
Small Darius, for Everett
| Daspar Dardincr
Dreen Doorge—2
Small
Small Edw, care of ThomDay Deorge
Caspar Dardincr G
as, Brown st
Sv Boston Eliphalet
liinti James
Shea Freeman
| Green Joseph M
Smith Fred
Gratiam Ji-dediih
Sampson Geo I
Given* L s
Sawyer Geo
G realy Patrick
Stearns Geo F
Gusfin Samuel
Stetson Isaiah, care of
Goodwin Edmund X
mesars Stetson k Co
Shannon James
Gay Albert 8
Gordon William
Smith Jr John
Haskell Alfred E
Shanian James
! IlodMloti Alonzo J
Sanborn L
Sfurtevant Lewis Dea
HaynesAsbury F
IIa!'fed A M
Seam M B
Severance N C
Hastings A G
Holmes (’lias R
Switser Richmond
«
Skillen Wm II
Hooper ( asper
Holmes » has M
Smith Wm W
Harris < lias
Shepherd Wm W
Stewart W A Rer
I Hill David X
: Harris Edward T
Slemmon* Geo 8, Westb*k
Hanson Ephraim
Ezra
Hannaford F ran k A .CapeI Tar box Geo—2
Hall Freeman Fv
Tripp Israel
Hill Geo A
Thompson J X, for miss
Hattie N Thompson
Hooper Gillman
I Hanscom Gilbert R
Taylor a Co John
Hatch 11 H
ribbetts John W, Cape E
Hunt Israel, for Jew W Thurston U
Tiles G W
Itabbidge
John C
Weeks Alonso
Henry
i
Hanson J W
Walker Alonso
Harris Joseph
Wijrjfius Chase
Hall Jordan M
Whittemore C
Holland Johu
Warren D L
Winch Ezra
Hynes Michael
Winslow Ebon X
llodgedon Owen
Holt K. dealer in wood
Waterhouse Eli
Hutehinsou
W'oiles Eusel H
I fart ridge Sam’l A
Whitney G Hon
Higgins Fhos heirs of.late White
C, co C 7tb
ol co
32d Mass Vols
Maim* Volt
Weddell 11 P
Holloway W E lieut
Hart Wm, tor mrs Sarah W illiams II W
Hart
White John
Jordan Albion F
W’hitney J P
Jordan Harsil)ea,*Cape E West Janies L
Joues (.‘has 11
Watters J W
Johnson David R
Whitney M
Johnson Freeman
Wheeler Oriel A
Johnson Geo
Wyman Reuben
W heeler Thos H
Johnson Geo C
Johnson Isaac
Walker Wiu
June* James I* capt
Wick wire Wm C
Jordan diver
Veaton E Rev
Junkin* tdiver
Veaton John
Johnson P J
fount J
fork Joseph
Joy I riah C
Knight Geo T

Crjraln

Toby

LIST OF LETTERS

that

Sawyer

mrs

Hunt ft&nford mrs
Harlow Susan A mrs
Uaggott Mary E
Irvin Janet
Jordan Ellen H. t ape E

Ar at Kingston Ja. Dec 15th, brigs Kurus,
Parsons,
Machias (and aid 23d for < arlisle
Bav); I9th, HA
Cook, Perkins, do (and sailed 1st for Montego Bav);
30th, Crawford. Small, do.
Cld at St John NB6th inst, bark Atlas, Knowles,
Dcnia; sell Julia, Anderson, Portland.

do.
In this
city, Jan. 14th. by Rev. Ilenry D. Moore* not,
Ar at Lisbon 25th ult. Our I'nioti, Kent, from New
Henry G. Townsend, M l)., and Miss Amelia L.
I
Y'ork.
Hamilton, both of Portland.
Ar at
Vincent 18th ult, M P Rich, Dix. from
In Paris, Jan. 3*1.
George William, of Polaud, and ! Cardiff. St
Miss Myrtiila Corson, of Minot.
Ar at Messina 25th ult, Fannie Hamilton, Was#, fm
In Tops ham, Jan. 1st, It. Frank Shea, of Rath, and
Miss Abide I.. Kendall, of T
; Marseilles.
Ar at Rio Grande Nov 26th, Camiola, Hopkins, fm
In Woolwich, Jan. 1st, Wesley Thompson and Miss
Cadiz.
E.
both
W.
of
Ward,
Abby
Arat Montevideo Nov 25th, Sparkling Sea, Wiswell, C aid iff.
Sailed from Passarogang ftet 8th, Mary Glover,
DIED.

(negro) regiment

it will be

that saved Fort I'ickens to the Union.

land will sail in

or

ZjP“Ot!ice opeu daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
to 9 P. M.
On Sundays, from 8$ to 9} A M.

G J mrs
Harris John 31
Hall L E mrs

Haven.

Ar

Smith Sn«an C

Hayes

New iIrleans.
Ar at Smyrna 3d ult, bark Florence, Smith,
from
Boston.
At do Dec 15,
brig Admiral, Hatch, Boston, (had
lost deck load in a gale.)
Sid 22d ult, bark Andrew Carney. Mayo, Boston,
with cotton, hc.
At Ponce 31st ult, brig Eliza
Thompson, for New

9 P. M.

MARRIED.

and will furnish as many more to the
2d, if
another should he raised. The feeling
against
the enrollment of blacks is
dying out; and
those who opposed it at first are
that

ship timber are being transported over the Androscoggin Railroad, from Franklin County to Bath.
ZJF" Major Slemmer, who was dangerouslywounded at Murfreesboro, is the same officer

The
came

once

mous to

Zff" Large quantities

P.

op

A. M.

'I lie health of tile 8th Maine

good; the recruits

nished 10

lina

rccovc^’

_T. S.

j

regiment
doing well, onlytwo needing treatment in
hospital. None of
the officers are sick. This regiment has furis very

j

stem of time.”

country

We are indebted to Mr. E. O. Robinson, postmaster at Beaufort, S. C., for a copy
of the Xew South and for a brief note, dated

Clay

mcu

thorny

BOARD.

Stocks.—Boston, .Jan. 15,1862.
9.000 American Gold.149}

her of years past, calling his name Robert
Martin, and hailing from Haverhill, Mass.

~W~ ‘‘J- A. W.” We have sent the paper.
Thtvjubilee that lias been held throughout
the land in view ol' the edict of freedom, ac- ; Will arrange it with you.
counts of which still continue to reach us, can
Rev. Rufus Emerson, a recent graduate
but cheer arid strengthen the President in his
of Andover Seminary, was ordained at Wilton
present policy. Let all good men labor and
on the 1st iust.
pray, that it may be as successful as just, and
tiiat the first of January may be one of those j
1 ff We noticed yesterday morning several
auspicious and thrice glorious eras,
instances of fall in w inter dress goods, but the
-'‘When the energy sublime
was nearly as
Ot* a century bursts full-blossomed
rapid as the decline.
Ou the

BROKERS*
Salk

The Bath Times learns that a saw
Damariscotta Mills, which had just been

through

The Speaker announced ns the committee on
the order relating to the rei>eal of the Trial Justice law, Messrs. Lyman of Machias, Crosby of
Dexter, Davis of Buxton, Robinson of Sumner,

wreck.

ciate every
speculate in the same at low rates; and the
Bulls, who would tip up the stocks they hold,

KI3IBALL, dentirtr, No. in
Portland. 3Ie.
augl5—ly

Hanson Nellie

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Hong Kong Nov 24th, (before reported
without
date,) ship* Australia, Hopkins, fm .Snanghae, ar 6th:
Geo Lee, Harstow. fm Whampoa, ar Octal, for San
Francisco; bark Ceres, Spence, fin Swatow, ar 11th.
At Vera Cruz Dec 25, ship Escort, Whit
mam, for

4.600.do.149
12.000 .do.b3b 149
New Orleans.
put in complete running order, was entirely
5.602.do ...!.
148}
At Rotterdam 29th ult, Cassilda, Stafford, for New9.000 .do.148|
consumed on Saturday night last. Owners
castle NSW.
243 .do.148*
Ar at Flushing 31st ult, Zeuas Coffin, Packard, fm
not known, or amount of loss
The Times also
5.0t)0.do.blO 1481
New York.
1.000 United States Coupon Sixes (18811. 92(
learns that the dwelling house of Mr.
Almeria. Dec 3»». The Am bark Elizat>eth Leavitt,
Bearce, 11.000 .do.
91 j
Brown, from Cadiz for Messina, in ballast, has founat Bristol Mills, was
510.do.92 j i dered
recently destroyed by
at sea. Crew saved and arrived here.
89.000 .do. 92
tire. The furniture above stairs was
entirely i 6.000 United States 7 3*10 Treasury Notes.1004
[Per steamship China, at New Y’ork.1
consumed. No insurance.
50.do.101
9,900 ..do.100}
Ar at Liverpool 1st, Pleiades, Y'ates. New Orleans;
500 United States Five-Twenties. 90
The Bangor Whig learns that on SunKegulus, Thompson, Montevideo; Pier nix, Brogger,
160.do.
Buenos Ayres.
96
day morning last, Jan. 14th, an old man was
400 .do.
97
Cld 80th. Charmer, Lucas, Boston; 1st inst, W S
U.
S.
8.000
Certificates
of
to
Indebtedness.
seen
95}
Lindsay. Patten. New York.
stagger and fall in the road by Joshua
33,500 United States Demand Notes.143
Ent for loading 80th, M R Ludwig. Harding, for
Palmer's, in Dixuiont. Mr. Palmer went to
New York; 2d, Chas Hill, Pcrcival, Montevideo and
Buenos Ayres.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
his assistance, and with the aid of some
< Id
boys
at London 1st inst
R M Mills, Perry, for
MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.
Mauritius.
got him into his house, where he died immediWESTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 and 71 1*. M. Closes at
Arat < ravescnd 2d. P PendtetonI Buxton, from
7 46 A. M. and 1.30 P M
ately without a struggle. The selectmen were
Man/anilla for London ; Meridian, from New York
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 1*. M. (’loses at 12 M.
I for do.
notified, who gave liis body a decent burial.—
EUROPE—Closes everv Saturday at 1.80 p. M.
.Sid from Falmouth 30th, Lorenzo, llamlim, (from
On inquiry it is learned that he has been
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M.' (‘loses at 12 M.
Maul main) for*Devenport.
beg- COUNTRY
MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
Sailed from Shields 2d, Lochinvar. Boston.
the
for a numging his living

Councillor from the Sixth District.

on

Dur. locke &
Middle Street.

emancipation proclamation.”

mill at

message was sent to the Senate proposing
a convention -at half
past 10 o’clock, for the
purpose of qualifying him, and also to elect a

into the expediency of repealing
laws of ’62, relating to bounties
bears.

Age. a brother of the
imputation of the Argus is

Col. Kust heartily sustaius the Administration and all its war measures,
including

a

mittee

Dkntirtry.—Dr.JOSlAH 11EALD, No.241 Con
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

gress

editor of the Belfast

SM 12th, schs Charleston, Burgess, aud
Democrat
Pendleton, Boston.

Sailed

Physician and Surgeon.—II. A. LAMB, 31. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, 31 e.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
iseases of the ©ye and ear.
aug7—d6m

me

“the

residence,. 100

August 16, 18*32.—tf

Argus Having stated tnnt uol. J.
the 8th Maine regiment, does not believe in the emancipation
proclamation, the

A communication was received from Hon.
John J. Perry, accepting the office of Councillor,
and

Each subsequent visit at

Kust, of

false.

disposed

First Examination at office,.$200
Each subsequent sittingat office.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50

should labor to have Pike indicted for acso much tilth on the
river above

Colonel—says

four

him.

an

a

iutwenty

QUIMBY. would giveuoticethat he ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 International Hours, Tuesday,
August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

us.

»

of deafness cured

DR. I’. P.

and the

cumulating

olition," as well as the infamy of know nothing persecution, which we all know was kindled mainly against the Irish; and now they
turn a short corner, and think to cajole the
same Irish, and to harness them to their political car by inflaming their minds against those
who rebuked the mad spirit which they so recently kindled into a flame. The Brookses
will never forgive the Republicans because
with them hostility to negro slavery is more
intense than hostility to Catholicism—because
in their political action they have favored the
enlargement of the African rather than tlieen-'
objection
slavement of the Irishman. And the Argus
S|iecifio measure pending, was a virtual enof this city descends to the l^v, dirty busi~lf On the first page—American Engineerdorsement of the President’s policy. Senator
ness of playing second-fiddle to this brace of
ing; New Y'ear's in South Carolina.
\V illey of W est Virginia, also gave notice a
New York worthies, in circulating their vile
On the fourth page—Dirge for a Solfew days since, tiiat lie would introduce a bill
venom among the Irish, to excite their
preju- with similar
dier; Mis cellany.
with reference to the
provisions,
dices against the native citizens, even as a few
extinction of slavery in his state. 1 believe
Z'ff“ Hon. T. A. I). Fessenden has our
j thanks
years since they labored to inflame the hitter
for Congressional documents.
lilt* ingcuciiuij',
to deeds of wickedness if not blood against the
stitution is pretty sure to go under, are not !
We understand that coltou goods have
former.
averse to saving something lrom the
general
suddenly advanced about five cents a yard.
ow»VG

skates,

case

returuedto

her, and

Messrs. Hacker, Milliken of Kennebec, and
Wiggin were joined to the committee on u Scien-

of Gardine% Perkins of Penobscot, Lotlirop of Leeds, Haley of Frankfurt, Hobson of
by
nancial Committee of the Senate, which has 1 Wiseasset, Blake of
Farmington, Cleavcland of
reported a bill of its own, differing considera- Madison, Ellis of Guiltbrd. Duley of i’hipaburg,
bly from both. It is not eusy to predict pre- and Dudley of Presque Isle.
On motion of Mr. Butler, of
cisely what will be finally agreed upon, and
Hallowell, the
conjectures upon that subject are not of Committee on Judiciary was instructed to enquire into the expediency of enacting a law,
much consequence; yet it seems certain
authorizing the continuance of an action, when
tiiat the bank circulation’of the countrymust,
either party has reason to believe he cannot have
to a considerable extent, be
superseded by- a fair and
impartial trial.
notes.
However
this
treasury
may bear on
Petitions presented and referred.—Of
Margaindividual interests, no other way seems possiret M. Darley for a lot of land; of-& als.
ble to avoid flooding the country with such a
in aid of the same; of Selectmen of Winslow that
deluge of paper as would involve our finantheir doings may be made valid; of Ebenezer
ces in universal ruin.
Maynard, to be set off from Frankfort to MOroc.
Emancipation in the border slave states is
Adjourned.
also receiving much attention. While as
apAugusta, Jan. 15.
pears daily, there are many besides the BourThe committee on Elections arc
investigating
bons, who “never learn anything and never
the Yarmouth election case. Nathaniel Gooch,
forget anything,” while many cling to the
was
elected
democrat,
by one majority. The
“abomination of desolation,” as the Hindoo
contestant, Reuben Morrill, claims that there
woman to her pyre, some
give evidence tiiat was fraudulent
voting; and if he proves his allethey discern the signs of the times. The
gations will obtain the sent, Joseph Baker,
House hill, giving aid to Missouri for the
purEsq., through Mr. Vinton, appears as counsel
pose of emancipation was objected to by Mr.
for Merrill.
Clement on the ground that the same liberality ought to be extended to the other border
original
and
selected.
slave states. This, though an
to the

biivuviuci

Marshal Colson waited on

We are sorry that a fellow naturally
clever as Pike of the Augusta Age, should

make

concurrence.

the attention of Congres.
into tile House by the Committee of
Ways
and Means, and that introduced
by Mr. Hooper, have heon informally considered
the Fi-

City

so

HOUSE.

occupy largely
The hill introduced

him.

Oranges!—Persons wishing for sweet
splendid ones at It.
Steamer. JanlO—Iw

hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the Pi e
Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
“I, Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall’s Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve
years past have
boon quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of
dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last SatI
went
to
I
he
Preble House and made arrangeurday
ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
hours after her first application I could hear
every
voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar and
ln*ar the clock tick in the parlor. (>rateful to God
for his great deliverance, I
heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done.*'
kind
of
diseased
and
weak eyes, also Cafarrh,
Every
healed, and a cure warranted. Chart/r* moderate.
MRS. 31. G. BROWN.
Nov. 18—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

ZF"

Spring,

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Bray.
Papers from the Senate were

now

laily got

attempt to dig under his meanest
down river neighbor, iu his devotions to an
unworthy cause. Uiil we reside at Ilallowell

aid in the deliverance of their enslaved

Questions of finance

Barrows,

"Adjourned.

time.

materials,

NOTICES.

and

or

White and Reel were joined
to the committee on bounties advanced by the
bunks.

permitting

brethren, and the maintenance of their own
freedom, as well as the preservation of the
Constitution and the Union, he exceeded our
hopes.
And now, though the clouds lower
heavily,
we would lain believe
they' are broken, What
the Union cause gained in the great
victory
at Murfreesboro, even after
deducting what it
iias lost at Vicksburg, seems sufficient cause
for gratulation and thankfulness.
Nearly half tlie time allowed for the session
of Congress lias passed. Tiiat body has thus
far completed but little
business, less than we
had hoped to see accomplished,
considering
the pressing exigencies in view of which it
acts.
The wheels of legislation are now moving busily however, and some of the measures
pending have been so far matured tiiat
they will now occupy comparatively little

young

she owned up, gave up the
matter was allowed to drop.

tific survey.
Mr. Plnlbnck presented the petition of C. II.
Sawyer & als, of Baldwin; to be incorporated
as the Baldwin
Fire Insurance Co.
Referred to
committee on Mercantile Affairs and Insurance.

liil/.VMl

surface of

an

will find a fresh lot of
Jones* this day received per

A remarkable

ZF” One of our city cotemporaries rejoices
a “Miscellaneous
Editor,” and a correspondent inquires what he is to understand
by it.
We can’t enlighten him, unless it means an
in

The Gardiner Journal says that one
so interested in skating last
week, that she took a pair of skates from the
store of J. S. Lambartl, without consulting

Roberts and Merrow were
the committee on the part of the Senthe order about allowing the soldiers to

Messrs.

Sambuc

D£afnerr Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.

SF““

vote.

Who could fail to share the confidence of the
President that a measure so humane, sobenef-

nobler sailor or a truer man never stood cithbefore or after the mainmast.

rag paper. It also takes water as well as that
made from rags. Of the relative cost of such
paper we are not informed.

Mr. White, from the committee on the Treasurer’s report, reported that they had examined
the books and accounts, and found them correctly cast and properly vouched. The amount on
hand Dec. 31st was $94,355 54. Of this amount,
$92,207 44 is deposited in various sums, in forty
banks. The balance is in the treasury vault.

on

W.

£F“ The entire edition of the Boston Jouryesterday was printed on paper made of
wood, by a new process. The paper is white,
smooth, even, tough, and as soft as common

Perry, Councillor elect, and to elect a Councillor from the Sixth District. (See House pro-

ate,

Havana

Oranges,

nal

The Senate then went into convention with the
House for the purpose of qualifying Hon. John

Messrs.

tlie land, to what true heart did it not
like an angel of mercy ami deliverance?

UUII3 Ul

the reports of the
referred to the appro-

appointed

lie uttered."

As the great Proclamation of Freedom swept on wings of lightning

pui

Woods,
were

SPECIAL

er

editor made up of miscellaneous
in a miscellaneous manner.

priate committees.

ceedings.)

patriots have labored long
earnestly; that for which many a
devout soul among tlie eastern hills, and on
tlie western prairies, lias prayed without ceasing; that for which many a blasted ami stunt-

over

of in

erts.

to it

picking

admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
Loudon and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth atrial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dec22 dly

£F” The Gardiner Journal says that ('apt.
Oliver Colburn of that city, has been
appointed Lieutenant of Marines in the U. S.
Navy.
Capt. C. is a very popular shipmaster, and a

15.

a an.

in another column

in four months.

PRESS.J

SENATE.

ened statesmen and

over

TO THE DAILY

a woman

Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It is

machinery in operation, each

ZF“ One of the Lewiston Mills has turned
half a million dollars' worth of
goods with-

Thursday.—Prayer by Rev. Mr. Fuller.
Papers from the House were disposed

J.

seem

DISPATCH

Augusta,

Tlie New Year came, calm and bright as a
Sabbath, and with it that for which enlight-

cannot

its

out

Cram,

who

and most

Southern plantation, if by so doing they could
promote their nefarious schemes. They are
or

LEGISLATURE Or MAINE.

The President announced as the Committee on
the part of the Senate, on that portion of the
Governor’s message relating to aid to families of
volunteers: Messrs. Stevens, Smith, Colby,

that there should bo no friend of theirs in peril for his country's sake, improved the event

too severely denounced. Such men would excite negroes to insurrection and murder on a

worse

na-

The

awful, had spread sackcloth upon all the land.
There were some however, there were many,
who did not mourn. While the loyal were

The Baseness of Political Charlatans.

keep

cotton to

See

year.

darkness of Its final hour was hardly
deeper than tlie universal and heart-sickening
gloom that lay upon the American Republic.
The carnage of Fredericksburg, unavailing as

The Portland Dailv Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

Z'F” Europe demands 1,200,000 000 lbs., of

-—-

midnight

-----—

more

a

BY TELEGRAPH.

nirs

Leach Debora mrs
Lockead Lizzie A
Libbv Lizzie 8
Littlefield Lizzie C
Lambert George mrs
Libby L mrs
Lew ’Mary
Leonard Mary E
Lang Miriam mrs
Lufkin 8 It A mrs
Morton Angelia
Met an by Dennis mrs
Mortimer Lizzie A
Morang Etta L
Mann Einina. ( ape E
Martin Emily C
Marshall Ellen
Morse Emma S mrs
Mathews Henrietta mrs,
Cape E Kerry
Muuroe Martha A inrs
Millikin Hannah 8 mrs
Merrill Joel mrs
McGillcuddy Denis or mrs
Inez
MeCay Maria L
Met.rath Mary
Morse Melissa
Miller Ovide mrs
Morgan Sarah mrs

Curtis M E
Chute Martha
Choate Sara H
Drown Abbv
Dver Almeda S
Moody Sophia mrs
DinstnoreA 31 mrs,Frank- McGuire Susan mrs
lin House
Mariner Susau 11 mrs
Davis Almira W mm
Neal Ann
Dwinnll C mrs
North Frances M
Nash Julia M
Daj Elizabeth
Daniels Eli/a A mrs
Porter Lottie K
Dunscumh Kli/abeth mm Perhain Carrie G
Dow tieo \V mrs
Parker Dorcas D
Dyer Jonah mm. Cape E Pratt Eber C nirs—2
Denton Lydia mrs
oiter mi/* a
Pierce Geo 1* mrs
Dyer 3Iarthn A mrs
I >a\ is VI ii rv nir«
Perking Julia P
Perking Julia (Federal »t)
Dolley Kosile mrs
Elli* Augusta
Phinney John II rars
Kastman Nancy (1—3
Palmer John mrs
Prescott Lydia A rars
Emery Octav ia C mrs
Edwards Susan mrs
Partington Lura mrs
Purintou Maliuda mrs
Flanegan Ann
miss (26 South
Passano
Farrow Abby II
Fairbrotbor Addie I
High st)
PemU-rson Mary Jane
Fo<s Clesfia mrs
Freeman E d n»ra
•
Penny Plmpsen* mrs
Pulsiter Sarah H
Field Ellen
Plummer Sarah 31 mrs
Fogg Etta Z
Mummer Susie
mrs
Fowler deorge
tobinson Charles P mrs.
Fogg Harriet mrs
care Parker’s
Julia
Flint
grocery
store, Congress st
Fuller Mary F. mrs
tobinson Jag A mrs Kev
Fickett Mary li mrs
Head Julia
Furbish Sarah il mrs
Heed Junietta—2
Flagg Sarah
tichardson J S mrs
Friel) William mrs
Finks Maria, (('ape Cot- Huberts Lemuel Jj mrs
ticker 31 ary K
tage Hotel)
(iouTdiiig Alice (York 8t) tiggs 31ary K mrs—2
(iaramou Ab' ie 1,
tundlett S* A inrs
draves Kvprlina () tnrs
tbodes 33'm G mrs
•awyer Anns K mrs
dray Fannv E
dreen Jessie
ItVtaOB Amanda
ihedd I» 31
drant Medina W
•mall Lizzie A. Cape F.
damage Martha A
•essioeg Ella 31
(iould Nancy K
Hartford Alexander mrs Hater F.liza B mrs
•mall Fannie 31
Hamilton < arrie M
mith Hannah K mrs
Harmon Elizabeth N
Purges Louisa
Harvey Emma
lawyer Mary F
Higgeiis Ellen F
Hatch Bather H mrs,Cape •anford 3Iati!da J mrs,
Bracket's Island
E Ferry
•utton 3!argret mrs
Hyde Ellen M
iimoutou Phebe L
Henry Elizabeth Y lure

Stephen
capt

llenry

James S Dowling, bark Aberdeen
Capt Franklin U Bean, sch Boxer
Edgar J Preble, on board sch Bell
Capt Albert ( lark, sch £ea Bird
Cook
Capt Morgau. ship
Capt E/ekiel Knights, sch Christing
Capt of bark John Duffy
Capt Pinkhain, sch (Georgia Deering
Russell (* (till, sch Eugene, capt i>ill
( apt James Webber, sch Sarah Elizabeth
P konow INsifT Hauptmauu l.uhe Sildemo
Vereington Staaten
Capt ET Marshall, bark llellen Maria
Capt Elijah Stratton, sch La Plata
Edward < Bart, sch Wm S Loud
John Hastings, on board sch Wm S Loud
t.eo W Brown, care of capt Smith.sch Electric Light
Frank Lewis.on board brig Marshall Dutch,capt Dtx
Francis J Morse, baroue Josia Nichols
Harmon Curtis, brig Milwaukie—2
Capt Kacey. bark (Mire
Agent and owners of brig Pelican
Chas B t.etcbell. on board brig Russian
Eli(> Winslow, brig Speeds way. capt Atherton
Wm 11 Clarke, ship (inidiug Star
Charles Wells, ship Toma
Frank L Landers, bark Waltham.

Henry

Caj>t

DOLE. Poetmaater.

A. T

A

Special Timing

the Board of Trustees

of

H

ATEHVtLLE

OFt'OLLEUK is hereby called by the

meet

at

the

President to

College chapel. January 3Hth. at six O'-

clock P. M., to consider the following subjects:
1. To see what measures the Trustees will take in
relation to the land scrip granted by the Called

Stall’s to the State of Maine for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
2. To see if the Trustees will aOTept an assignment
of said scrip, or any part thereof, upon such conditions as the Legislature may impose. mhI agree to
security for their
perform such couditious, and

give

performance.
3. go fill any vacancies which may then exist in
the committee appointed at the auuuai meeting to
have this matter in charge, aud to give them such
farther instructions and powers as the Trustees may
(» D B. PEPPER. Secretary
deem advisable.
jaul6A23
Waterville. Jan. H. 1868-

LOST!
Wednesday, of this week, a Check on Canal
ltauk for the sum of One Hundred thirty-eight

ON

dollars and some cents, (exact uumber not remembered dated January 14th. 1863. signed by N. M.
Woodinau. and payable to the order of C. U Allan
k Co.
All persons are hereby notified not to recetee said
check, a-» payment of it has been stopped,
janlti 2t

*

MATTERS

Apple* lor Soldier*.

TOWN.

ABOUT

AVe are informed by Mr. E. F. Houghton,
Superintendent of the X. E. Soldiers' Belief
Association in Philadelphia, that the convales-

Municipal Conrt....Jan. 15.
The liquors seized a short time since, on the
premises of Martin Ryan aud Michael Wall,
were declared forfeited to the city, no persons
appearing to claim the same.
The l’ortlaud Widows’ Wood Society makes
its annual appeal to the citizens of Portland
for their continued aid and support. Its wants
are as lasting as the winter's cold, and the
as

urgent

now

England soldiers.
Each hospital is daily visited by

as

city

stances often cause this increase to be greater
than the increase of population would seem to

present winter finds us more embarrassed than in previous years, in consequence of
An appeal made to the
the high price of fuel.
friends of the society last season was so generously responded to, that we were enabled to
the present season free of debt.—
We have invested funds, arising from donations
of generous friends, from which we realize an
income of about $800 per annum; aud to
enable the society this year to distribute as
much fuel as they did last winter, we must
have about $1900 additional to our regular incommence

from

contributions

depend

The

religious

will be

It is

societies and donations from friends.

proposed

to

or

soon

as

city

thereafter

on

the next Sale-

issued, which will be
February. This advance iu price is rendered necessary by tlie higher rales which the
publishers are obliged to pay for all materials
which are used in the manufacture, and also
for tlie literary labor. We now advise all who
have not obtained this truly valuable work,

as

in

of this favorite

charity, when made known,
have always been met by cheerful and prompt
responses in this community; the managers
rely with conftdcnce that such will be the case
the present

D.

season.

and are aide to do so, to attend to it at once,
for from present appearances it cannot be sold

Habeas Corpus Case.—Iti the United

yesterday, before J udge
Ware, Alfred Y. Watts of New Gloucester,
was brought in on a writ of habeas corpus issued on the petition of bis father, Samuel D.
Watts, who prayed that his son might be discharged from his enlistment in the 7th Maine
regiment. It appeared from the petition that
young Watts enlisted in the regiment Aug. (I,
1861, twenty-two days ljefore he was eighteen

again
haps

!

years of age, and without the consent of his
father; that his father endeavored tu obtain

discharge before the regiment left the State^
and went to Augusta for that purpose; but
the regiment left that city on the day he arrived there. Watts has been in eleven battles,
and was taken prisoner at the buttle of Antictarn Sept. 17, 1862, and was paroled on the 6th
of October, and arrived here on the 19th of
December. His discharge was prayed for on
the ground that he enlisted without the consent of his father, before he was of sufficient
his

was

by George

contended

E. B.

Jackson, j

Esq., Assistant U nited States District Attorney, who appeared for Col. Mason, that Watts,
by receiving pay and signing pay rolls after he
was eighteen years of age, furnished confirmation of his enlistment; that, although it was
void at first yet, by his acts siucc he became
of age to enlist, he hajj continued it.
Judge Ware said that Watts was under duress when he received the pay and signed the
pay rolls. That it was necessary for the soldier to have money for his support, and his
thus

receiving

the pay and signing the payrolls did not remove the invalidity of the en-

listment.

He therefore ordered his discharge
J. C. Woodman, Esq.,
for petitioner; George E. B. Jackson, Esq., for
Col. Mason.
from his enlistment.

Personae.—Rev. J. C. 8now of

Norway,

the 23<1 Maine

arrived

Chaplain

to

Regiment,

in this citv Wednesday evenine.

on

his

wav

home on business connected with the

He brings,
$0000—the

as

remittances from

sum

regiment
the soldiers,

of $2000 having been

ously sent by other
The regiment is

prev^

sources.

at Edward's

Ferry, Va.,

and the health of the men he represents as improving, so that they are now in a comfortable
situation.
Mr. Snow will return to his post of duty
next week, and will take small packages for
the soldiers of the

regiment, if they are

left at

the store of Messrs. Tucker <t Webster on or

before Wednesday

next.

BT~The following packages were fprwarded
to our Boldiers yesterday:
1 barrel to Col. Fessenden, 25th Keglment;
1 box C. M. Dyer,Co. A, do; 1 doG. A. Whitman, Co. D, 23d; 1 do Col. Wildes, lflth; 1
barrel J. W. Hathaway, for Mrs. Eaton; 2
do do, from Peru; 1 box do do, from Albany,
Me.; 1 do do, for Emery Hospital; 1 do do,
containing soldiers packages, 25th; ldo Col.
Wildes, ltlth, for C. I). Kidder, Co. D; 1 dodo,
for S. Giay, Co. D; 1 do J. W. Hathaway, soldiers packages, various regiments; 1 do Col.
Ames, 20th, for Capt. Clark : 1 do, Col. Huberts, 17th, for G. F. Sparrow, Co. A ; 1 do Col.
Burnham, (5th, for Lieut. B. M. Flint, Co. G;
1 do U. S. Sanitary Commission; 1 do do, from
Lock's Mills; 1 do do, from Ladies of Portland.
Personal.—Capt. ltichard C. Shannon,
Adjutant General in the U. S. Army,
and Chief of Staff of Brig. Gen. X. J. Jackson
who has been at home in this city abont one
week on a furlough of three weeks, yesterday
received a telegram to report himself at headquarters immediately, and will leave this morning for that purpose. This would seem to indicate that something is on foot.
Gen. Jackson’s Brigade is the 2d, in the 2d
Division, 12th Army Corps, (Slgel's command)
Army of the Potomac.
Assistant

Portland Band.—The officers of this
Band for the present year are D. II. Chandler, Director and Leader; P. J. Willey, Treasurer; L..W. Bradley, W. L. Morse and E. X.
Gammon, Managers. We congratulate our
fellow-citizens, as well as the members of the
Band, upon the selection for a leader. Chandler has

a reputation
weil feel proud of.

which

any musician might

Petty Lakokkiks.—Some two weeks since
a couple of boys went into the shop of Mr. G.

Bailey, Exchange street, and stole a pair ol
creepers. Yesterday they tried the same game
again, but they had been watched by the person in charge of the shop, and were arrested
by Mr. Bailey before they left it. A police
officer was called, who conveyed them to the
lockup.
L.

Sy-The editor of the Courier says he “went
down” on the ice

Wednesday evening, and
was laughed at by a lady behind him.
But lie
soon had his revenge, for the
lady “sijuat” on
the identical spot of his mishap. He pretends
he did not laugh at her.
Katber too preposterous to believe that.
Pike Tbee Club

Bali..—The

members of

happy

manner.
May they live long and give
many such festive occasions as that ot Wednes-

day night.

freight

train on the Grand Trunk
Railway got off the track yesterday, detaining
tlie passenger and mail train
from
an

hour and

Canada

a

half.

at

it is

now

£3F**The storm of yesterday interrupted
telegraphic communication between this city
and New York. The Boston evening papers
had but two or three items, which we give in
another column. Our night despatches did
not begin to come along until alter 2 o'clock.
We give such portions of them as came before
it

was

time for us to go to press.

The Senate's Financial Measnre.

Senator Fessenden, as chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, has reported a bill
which differs

materially

from that of the House

Committee of Ways and Means, restricting
the new government issues to a less sum than
he House bill. It provides that—
The Secretary oftlie Treasury lie authorized
to borrow tlie sum of two hundred millions,
tor one hundred millions of which sum issue
coupon or registered bonds liearing an interest
not exceeding six |ht cent., and payerble at
the pleasure of the Government at any time
after ten years Irom date, and that he may dispose of the same at tlie tiest rates lie cau obtain
therefore. For fifty millions of said sum he
may issue notes without interest, and which
shall lie legal tender, like the similar notes
heretofore issued, and which shall be receivable for all dues except interest and public debt.
And lie may reissue the same when paid in. or
in lieu of notes heretofore issued when paid in,
the reissue of which is authorized by existing
laws. For tlie remaining fifty millions he may
Issue treasury notes payable in two years after
date, and benring interest in lawful money of
four percent, per aunum, and receivable for all
dues but customs. Provided that no interest
shall be allowed, or when paid out exacted, on
notes so received or paid, except to tlie first
day of the quarter next proceeding such receipts ; and sueli notes shall at all times lie exchangeable iu sums not exceeding nor less than
one hundred dollars for notes without
interest,
and made legal tender. Section two authorizes tlie secretary to issue the whole or
part
of either of these issues, but the whole amount
must not exceed two hundred millions.
Section three authorizes an issue of fractional
notes like the postage currency and the printing of them in the treasury building. Two
hundred thousand dollars is appropriated to
carry out tlie provisions of the act.

Attouxet GENEHAi.’sUEPORT.-The report
of the

Attorney
is printed in a neat pamphlet of 22 pages. In
the case of George M. Weston, petitioner for
mandamux, against Nathan Dane, State Treasurer, it was urged in the defense that no appropriation had been made, and no warrant
drawn, authorizing the payment of tlie sum
General of tlie State of Maine

claimed.

petition
Benj. I).

This view was sustained, ami tlie
dismissed.
Peck et

In the

als.,

Treasurer’s bond for
at the January term.

case

of State

vs.

the suit upon the State
a trial is expected

1858,

In the case of State vs.

Neal

Dow, no progress lias been nude in consequence of the absence of Gen. Dow.
Tlie number of indictments found during tbe
last year is 57 less than in 1801. In Cumberland county 06 indictments were pending Nov.
1,1861, against 45 Nov. 1,1862. In Somerset
there has been not

single conviction and
sentence, or acquittal, during the year. In
Knox there has been but one conviction, and
only one indictment found within the year.
The decrease of costs and prison expenses, as
compared with the previous year, is estimated
by the Attorney General at 815,000. The Ke
port further insists upon the necessity of requiring a full statement of these expenses
from the County Treasurers, to insure the publicity of any abuses possibly existing, and tlius
a

lessen the burden of the State.
Tebbible Thagedy in Dbacut, Mass.—
The Lowell Courier gives the particulars of a
sad
last

of shooting and suicide in Draeut,
Tuesday evening. Arthur B. F. Woods,

case

about twenty years of age, was
young
married last summer. His wife was two years
man

a

older than lie, and iiis youth hud formed an
objection on the nart of his narents to their

Young Woods
excellent character, as

marriage.

has

always borne
an
has his wile; but
about a month ago same unknown and probably trifling cause resulted in a quarrel and in
separation.
Tuesday evening Mr. Woods
joined his wife on her return from a singing
school, and on her refusal to accompany him
home, or to allow him to accompany her to
her father's house, shot her and himself immediately afterwards.
More Federal Steamers Destroyed by the
Rebels—A Gunboat Surrendered.

Nashville, Jan.

14.

Wheeler’s rebel cavaly, with a battery, attacked three of our boats at Ilarpelte Shoals
yesterday. The boat Trio, with two hundred
sick and wounded, was fired into and the men
captured and paroled. The other bouts with
commissary stores aboard were burned. The
gunboat ISidell engaged flic rebels, but surrendered. Her guns were thrown overboard and
the boat burned. I.ieut. Van Dorn was taken

prisoner.

this club handsomely fulfilled their
promise
made prior to the ball. It was a
grand affair,
and everything went ofT in a harmonious and

about

the low

price
offered, perfor many years to come.
The only
agents for the State of Maine are Bailey &
Noyes, Portland, Me.

States District Court

age.
It

article in another col-

an

ter tlie 16th volume is

the pastors may
As heretofore, the wants

And it convenieut.

by

seen

limn, that tlie publishers hare decided to raise
the price 50 cents per volume, immediately al-

have contributions taken in the

several churches in the

Xf.w American Cyclopedia.—It

Missouri Legislature.

Jeffkkso.n City, Mo., Jan. 14.
Mr. Bennett, of St. Louis, introduced in the
House to-day a series of joint resolutions sustaining the President’s emancipation procla-

mation. A motion was made that they be referred to the committee on Federal Relations.

Election of United States Senators.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 14.
The Legislature in joint convention to-day
elected T. A. Hendricks and David Turpie
United Slates Senators, the latter for the short
term.

The Whai.e

Washington, Jan.

15.

SENATE.

The credentials of Mr. C. 11. Buckalow ot

Pennsylvania

FROM THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.

tin

fiorltf

England, France, and

lip

fttiPill'ii

nf

other

ilutonniiinf inn

BLTC

virtually

certificate of Got* Stanley, were presented.
Tlie protest of Mr. C. H. Foster against his
admission, was also presented.
They were botli referred to the committee

Elections.

Tlie hill to

government

for the
taken up.

provide
was

support of

Jaulfi

the

FIRST

Ai(jourued.

Serenade

clined.

Confiscation in the District of Columbia.

_.•

nf

Washington, Jan. 15.
Tlie Massachusetts men here intended to

neutrality.
In speaking of the war, he says:—It is my
painful duty to inform you of renewed examples of every atrocity committed by armed
forces of the United States at ditlerent points
within the Confederacy. Since my last communication, one Gen. .McNeil murdered seven
prisoners of war in cold blood, and tiie demand for iiis punishment lias remained uusatislled. The Government of the United States,
after promising examination and explanation
in relation to the charges made against Gen.
15. F. Butler, has, by its subsequent action,
alter repeated efforts on my part to obtain
some answer on the subject, not only admitted
his guilt, but sanctioned it by acquiescence.
I have accordingly branded this criminal.
Recently 1 have received apparently authentic intelligence of another General by the
name of Milroy, who has issued orders iu
Western Virginia for the payment of money
to him by the inhabitants, accompanied by the.
most savage threats of shooting every rneusact, besides burning bis house, and threatening similar atrocities against any of the citizens who shall fail to betray their country by
giving Itim prompt notice of the approach of
our forces.
This subject lias also been submitted

to the authorities of the United States,
with but faint hopes that they will evince any
disapprobation of 'lie act.
in relation to President Lincoln’s emancipation proclamation, lie says, he may as well
leave it to the instinct of that common humanity which a beneficent Creator ha< planted in
the breasts of our fellow men in all countries,
to pass judgement on a measure of which several millions of human beings of an inferior
race, peaceful ami contented laborers in their
sphere, are doomed to extermination, while at
the same time they are encouraged to general
assassination of their masters by the insidious
recommendations to abstain from violence, unless in necessary self defence. Our own detestation of those who have attempted the
most execrable massacre recorded in the history of guilty men, is tinctured by a profound
sentiment for impotent rage which it discloses.
As far as regards the action of this government on such criminals as may attempt its
execution, I confine myself to informing you
that I shall, unless in your wisdom you deem
some other course more
expedient, deliver to
the State authorities all commissioned officers
of the United States that may hereafter be
captured by our forces in any of the States
embraced in the proclamation, that they may
1)0 dealt with in accordance with the laws of
those States providing for the punishment of
criminals engaged in exciting servile insurrection. Ill its political aspect this measure possesses great signification, and to it in tIlls
light
I invite your attention, it affords to our peothe
and
ol
the
ple
complete
crowning proof
true nature of the designs of the party which
elevated to power the present occupant of
the Presidential chair at Washington, and
which sought to conceal its purposes by every
vanity of artlul grace, and by the perfiidious
use of the most solemn and repeated pledges
on every practical occasion. He
gives extracts
from Lincoln's inaugural, and comments fully
the
Hpon
subsequent* by Congress and the

administration.

He urges the enactment of a law to hasten
the funding of the outstanding Treasury notes,
and fixing the ultimate period for the purpose
not later than the first of July next, so as to
effect the withdrawal of notes issued prior to
the first of last December. If to this he added a revenue from adequate taxation and a
negotiation of bonds guaranteed by the several States, as has already been generally proposed by some of them, there i- little doubt
we shall see our finances restored to a sound
anu satisfactory conumon.
it is true tnat at
the close of the war our debt will lie large,
but it will be due to our own people, and
neither the interest nor the capital will be exported to distant countries, impoverishing
ours for their benefit.
He merely calls attention to the report of the Secretary of the
Treasury, and asks for proper legislation on
the subject of the linances. The operations
of the War Department have been in the
main satisfactory.
The summary of military success he ascribes
to Congress, which enacted the conscription
laws ami organized the army, as well as to the
spirit and unity,enduranc and devotion of the
people. He recommends liberal appropriations in accordance with the suggestions of
tin* Secretary of War, Dependence .on foreign
stippies he deplores and should lie obviated by
internal developemcnts. He recommends the
revision of the exemption law as being too
comprehensive to leave at home a sufficient
police guard. While congratulating the Confederacy on the friendly relations with the Indians, he deprecates the hostility of the Clier-

okees.

The report of the Secretary of the Navy lie
says, exhibits the progress made since the last
session, blit the details lie withholds from publication at present. The revenue from postage
has been increased, but there is still a considerable deficit beyond the revenue. Improvements arc suggested.
He commends to the favorable action of
Congress the claims for private property destroyed by order of the government. In conclusion, lie says, the energies of the whole
nation lias accomplished marvels, and our
trials have been converted into blessings. He
winds up with a prayer for the restoration of
peace and its blessings.
Nothing done in the rebel Senate.

.-

--•-*

~.—

And I would also call attention to the
following
provision of the said Act respecting Licenses:—
If
person or persons shall exercise or carrv on
any
any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for the
exercising or carrying on of which trade or business
a license is required
by this Act, without taking out
such license as in that behalf
required, he, she. or
they, shall, for every such offence,respectively forfeit
a penalty eyuaJ to three times the amount
of th> duty
or sum of nutney imposed
for surh license
NATH L .1 MILLER,
Collector of the First Collection District iu the State
of Maine.
Portland. Jan. 10th, 1863.
janl3 dlOt
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Loss of the Steamer City of Hartford.
Haul.KM, Jan. 15.
The steamer City of Hartford went ashore
this morning on South Bothers Rock, near
Hell Gate, during the fog, and filled with
water.
The passengers were got oil safety.—
The cargo is being taken out by lighters.
Tile steamer City of Hartford is high and
dry near Hell Gate. No lives lost.
_

|

Detention of Steamers by Fog.
New York, Jan. 15.
The steamer City of New York ol the Norwich line, arrived at 7 o’clock, having been
detained by the fog. The other Souml boats
arrived this afternoon. None left to-uight.
The fog continues very dense.
The steamships Asia for Liverpool, and Eagle for Havana ure still detained.
Steamer Spoken.
St. Johns, N. F., Jan. 14.
The steamship Anglo Saxon passed Cape
Race for Liverpool at 5 o’clock Wednesday
afternoon. AdviFes from the United States
of the 12th iust. were pul aboard.
From California.
San Francisco, Jan. 14.
Three more ballots for Senator were taken
to-day. The Park party voted mostly for Sargent. The last ballot stood, Phelps 3S, Sargent
J4, and Conncss 22. necessary for a choice 51.
Post Office Robbed.

Scranton, Pa., Jan. 15.
The ]>ost office here was cleaned out by robbers last night.
The miners resume work to-day.
New York Mnrket.
X'..... V......

T_
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Cotton—active and firmer; sales 2SWU bales at 71$
n 72 for middling uplands.
Flour—sales 29,000 barrels State and Western
firmer; Supertine State6 35 n.8 80: Extra do 6 70
♦5 85; Hound lloop Ohio 7 25 a 7 35; Western 6 40 tt
7 20; Southern firm, sales 2>>Do bbls; mixed to good
7 1" o 7 75: Extra 7 80 u. 9 10; < auada 5cents better
sales T»Ht0 bbls; Extra *» 85 a 8 35.
Wheat—1 « 2 cents better, sales 3J*>,^00 bushels;
Chicago spring 1 32 a 1 41; Milwaukee club 1 41 tt
1 48; Winter Hed Western 1 53 u 1 56Corn—firm,sales288.000 bush; Mixed Western 81
<& 85.
Beef—quiet, sales 350 bbls.
Pork—firmer, sales 1800; Mesa 14 75.
Lard—active, sales 11.345 bbls at 10 n, lot.
Whiskey —firmer, -ales 1900 bbls at 43 •• 44.
Sugar—$c better, sales 1800 hlids; Mew Orleans 10J
@ 12]; Muscovado 9j tt 10$; 124 boves Havana at 11.
Coffee—firm, sales 26W bags Hio at 29 a 31.
Freights to Liverpool—more active; cotton nominal: flour 2s; grain 0$ o,7$d.
Wool—firm with an upward tendency.

Stock Market.
New York. Jan. 15.
Second Board.—Stocks less active but generally

higher.

Chicago k Hock Island,. 88$
Cleveland k Toledo. 88$
Galena k Chicago,. 89
Chicago, Burlington k Quincy,.l<‘i
Illinois Ceutral scrip,... 90
Panama.IKS
Michigau Southern guaranteed,. 98

Harlem. 35$

T/easury 7 3-10th*.101$

United States demand notes.142t
Missouri G's. 62»
Hudson,. 931

Erie.*3$
New York Central,.116$
Pacific Mail,.....155
American Gold,.148
United States 6’s 1881 coupons,. 94
United States 6*s 1881 registered. 93

negro the

jy™ It

styles
Irrepressible
“Pomp” of war.
is worthy of mention in a special
the

paragraph that Senator Morrill was re-elected
without the formality and without the necessity of a caucus nomination—on the part of
either Senate or House. No compliment could
have Keen

[Augusta

more

formal

or more

sigiiincaiit.—

Journal.

The next

Congress

is to be

of the infamous

disgraced by the
Yallandigham. It is

presence
doubtful

if New York, with all its scum, could be prop-

erly represented except by rowdies and disloyalists.
lion. S. S. Cox of Ohio, has recently
delivered

a

lecture in New York in which he

terribly “sarkustic,” ns Artemus Ward
would say, upon New England, ami styled Puritanism the reptile that is boring the mound
of our Constitution, which reptile must be
was

If the head of this Cox-comb could
lie crushed, it would probably emit the odor of

crushed.

a

very iuferior

squash.

PATENTS,

76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street*

extensive practice of upwards of twenVETER
ty ycats.continues
Patent* in the Suitan

to secure

Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
A**igument*,atid all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed on lilieral terms, and with «b
-patch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to

determine the validity or
utility of Patents or Invention* and legal or other advice rendered in all matters fondling the same. < ‘opies of (lie claims of
any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar.
ments recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in Now England, but through it inventors have advantag's for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed bv, if not immeasurably suto, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
I he resiiinonia’s below given prove that none is
MORE SlCCKSSh CL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
tlian the subscriber; and as SLCCE.S.S Ij* THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND
ABILITY, be
would add that he ha* abundant reason to
believe,
and can prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charge* for
services so moderate
Tin* immense practice of the subscriber
during twenty rears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specification* and official decisions relaI five to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts
granted in the United .State* and
Europe, rende him able,
beyond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

Assign-

Washington.

perior

j

444 b/|
2 ,vn

Boston.

taining patents.

necessity

of ajouruev to Washington, to
propatent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
Lfl.

“I

regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.*'
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in
assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more comjntent and
trushntrthy, and more capable of putting their apidicatioii' in a form to Mt-ruro fi»r rlu.m
lavorable consideration at the Patent Office.’'

EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
••Mr. R. if. Eddy ha* made for me THIRTEEN
apon
all but on k of which patents have been
plications,
granted, ami that is nntc pmtlini/ Such unmistakable proof of great talent ami
ability on his part
leads

rill IIS

Company divides its net earnings to the life
X
policy holders, (not iu scrip as some companies
do.) in cash, every five years.
Amount of C ash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

$335,000.

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture
WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Stevens, Secretary.
issued on the life, or for a term of years,
certain contingencies. Creditors
may insure

Besj. F.

Policies
or on

arc

their debtors

Dissolution.
"%7’OTICE is hereby given that the Copartnership
n
lately subsisting between .Jos. L. Kellev and
Aug. I*, fuller, under the firm of JOS. L. KELLEY
& CO., was dissolved bv mutual consent on the 12th
day of January, 1863 Aug P. f uller is authorised
to settle all debts due to and from the firm.
JOS. L. KELLEY,
(Signed)
AUG. P. FI LLER.

time.
“My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for one's family."—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons
desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, aud assist them iu making applications.
References in Portland mav be made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby k Co., Steele k
Haves. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
(»eo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. John Lynch & Co.,
Hezekiali 1'nrknril I'm,

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long
dec 19
PORTLAND, ME.

-OF TUE-

OF

BOSTON. MASS.,

November lnt,
Capital Stock.6106.100
risk.

2.809,350

real estate,
of stocks,
Loans.amply secured by
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,
"
10
Prescott
**
M
Lowell
16
60
Pemberton
Lawrence,
M
"
20
Bay State.
B’lik of Com merce. Boston.”
80 *’
60
North America.
*’
M
60
Howard Bank,
60
Safety Fund Bank,
20
Kliot'Bank,
80
Lowed k Lawrence K It.
"
**
82
Stony Brook
’*

Manufacturing Stocks,

United States Bonds, 6 per cent.due 1881,
with L\ S. As istant Treasurer
at Boston.
Balance in hands of Agents,

Deposited

w

lira** Seed nnd Nm Bref.

2,000 KEL9

Ollic©

160 For© Sir©©!.
Long Wharf.

nrsilKLS HERDS LRAS8,
mo Lb*, clover,
growth of 1868.
dec20 dim
DANA X CO.

W( W |
cj\nj

At Wholesale !
Bl'BHEI.S Flxtra Mealing Cora,
4fti nw«. stone Mill, Floor.
••
150 Bbl*. Arcade
••
50
Chica*aw
"
••
60
Augusta
••
60
luion
200,01^) feet line Shipping Board*.

7

••

*y

Flour,
ran

grew street, at fair

FOR SALE.

IfSHES. BLINDS, LATHS,

200

CLAP-

Bbls Choice Brand FLOUR, for
family Lac, hy
RUFUS DEE RING,

oc30
1861.

00

FOR SALE & TO LET.

8110.000 00
40.i><X)00

"

2*»,(XK>n0

44

2«».»00 00
6.000 (X)
6.000 00

44

44

Hobson’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
d8iu

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle and Temple
Enquire at 85 State street.
JanlO

THE
streets.

For Sale.

8a X). ooo oo
14.83H 74
2.991 51
2.913 57

•

Agents,

8220.733 H2
Amount of marine risks out-

standing.

8224.796 00

ing.

3.982,96600

Amount of premiums thereon.
Amouut of lire risks outstand-

89,*52861
43.368 70

including unpaid dividends,
10,862 00
Largest amount insured ou anr
one risk,
16.000 00
WM COMSTOCK. President.
(Signed)
Walter Paine, Secretary.
Providence. Pec. 22.1962.

THE HOCSE on the corner of Proapect and Casco streets—the basement

finished for a Store.
a family Grocer.

A

good

stand for

—A I. So—
one on Spring

Two Lots of Land,
and %ne on
Spruce street. Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling Hous«‘.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,
Portland
N. I. MITCHELL,
norteodtf

To bo Lot.
in the second story, over Store 98
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building
Possession
given immediately, luquire of
A T DOLE

CHAMBERS

The State of Rhode Island and Provideuce Planta-

William Comstock and Walter Paine personally
apbefore me. and the said William Comstock in
hi* capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
in his capacity as .Secretary, of "Merchants' Insurance Company,” severally made oath to the truth
of the above statement.
Henry Martin.
Justice of the Peace.

peared

JOHN VV. WI NGER & SON,

TO KE*T.
A modern built HOUSE. No. an Danforth
strict, suitable for a genteel familr—containing fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J K. KING, in rear of 80 Danforth
Street.
dee!9tf

a

Cooper's Shop

ON

No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Me*

Jan2

to Let.

Commercial Street, bead of Hobson’s*Wharf.
luquire of J. U HAMLEN.
other on Hobson's Wharf.
wpitf

To Let.
E commodious Chamber iu the northerly corof the new brick block, t-orner of Lime and
Streets,
facing the market. Kent ov.
Enquire at office or

Til
MiJk

ner

directly

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.

Hcpt. 15.1S<3.

STAND,

Congress Street, Portland,

8h,pp,B«

SPRUCE DIMENSION.all *ire*

Co.,

paid in cash.8160,000

Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cash on hand.
Amouut of cash in haud* of

by

30() OOOB,^Ii4AWEIm5.000 Sugar Box SHOOKS.

"Varnish. Business
2MG

price*—for sale

WILLIAM' L. WILSON.
Portland. Dec. 10. iso*.
eodtf

thed)th day ol November, A. I>. 18*52.

INVESTMENTS.
2200 shares Bank of Commerce stock,

44

«jtf

Flour.

-ALSO-

Incorporated.May 1 it,

44

FOSTER,

L'niou Wharf.

REST BRANDS of Western and Canada
THE
Family H.OCH
always be found at 872 Con-

In Providence, R.I.,

100

LEO F.
At the head of

Agents,

ill continuu the

AT THK OLD

000
n F2 f

THE-

American Bank
Merchants' Bank
<»lobe Bank
What Cheer Bank
l’heuix Bank

•*

>A H Its—F itted and Honrh
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

Merchants’ Insurance

all

Me**

Lard, from northern llogs,
of oar own
*
For *a!e by
packing.
J. T. HOLERS k CO.,
janl 3w
No. 129 Commercial Street.

STATE^E \ T
-OF

ami Extra Fork.

44

50
100 Tabu

Portland, Dec. 11th. 1862.

MUNGER, Agent,

Head of

CB«»

Flour, Pork and Lard.
)
*?*£• Hemberford Mill, Flour.
/ 900 Bbls. Clear

16,00000
642 08

No.

ja»2

,,EKDS

13,4*5 00
5.225 00

reported

JOHN W.

U

6152,924 13

Liabilities.

5e~

20*) Bbl*. Western Mpkh BEEF,
For sale by
W. 11. 8U A W * SON,
Jan9 6w
95 Commercial Street.

25.000
Spruce Flank.
60.000 44 ( heap line Board*.
120.000 line Clapboard*—planed.
80,000 Spruce Clapboard*.
100,000 Extra Cedar Sbingha.

Losses
upon which the liability
of the Co. is nor determined
£10,000 00
Amount of all other claims against the
1.730 92
Co., (chiefly dividend* uncalled for)
.1 \V DAN ILLS, president.
Kl’liltAIM BKuWN, Secretary.

4*

BY—

jan!3 3w

2.000(10
8,000 no
8.200 *M)

6

**

SALE

CIUS. Mr. S.HITH,
At hi** New Store,
Mo*. GAN... Silver Street*

CJRA^ SEED.
00
57

£42.981 10
17.006 36
15.180 «*)
l.loO 00
1.050 00
6.250 00
l.finn 00
6.125 00
5,<aio <h>
6.01)0 00
6.000 00

*’

WX)
400
4<<0
100

GROCERIES,

—FOR

Inve$tmenta—at uUtrb-f ratio-

Capital,

Ac,

BBIS

FAMILY

Loans, amply secured by mortgages of

On

OAIfA A CO.

BALDWIN APPLES
4.0no Lbx. DRIED APPLES,
80 Tube III'TTEK.
60
LARD.
75 ButheN BEANS.
9X) ttbl*. FLOU la. (different
grades,)
Together with a good assortment of

"l|

eodly

Howard Fire liiMinmrc Company

Amount at

LED lIEKRIXfi.

Applet). Flour,
Stfin
oVAI

Wharf,

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

NOTICE.
AUG. V. FULLER,
Having purchased the stock of the late firm of JOS.
if CO.,

-a Lao-

300 Bbla. PICK

on

tion. Providence County s.v—lu Providence this
twenty-second dar of December, A. P. 19*52. Theu

R. if. EDDY.

-ALSO,-

4.000 Boxea Extra Scaled,
* *»
Extra Large Sealed,
>•
1.800
Xo. 1,
SUITABLE FOB CITT OR COUXTRY TRADE.

after.

tent®-

jan8eodly

MALDALEX
anitahle for Weat India market.

Janl4 edialm

Premiums may be paid iu cash, or iu quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid halt'cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

Amount of premiums thereon,
Am't of all outstanding claims,

JOHN TAGGART.
'During eight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE of which
was decided in hit favor,
by the Commissioner of Pa-

BOX EM

..

me to riTomineml all inventors to
applv to him
procure their patents, a* they inav be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, aud at very reasonable charge*.”
to

L. KF.LLE Y

CYRIL PEARL,
PORTLAHD, M*,

CASH CAPITAL,*8.372,945 74, INVESTED.

of*patents

TKBTIMOariA

MlSaiOtl O*
P™“1

KHippnti herriho,

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

profes-ioual

All

Crt* "• Deliv.
AND

merchandise.

COMPANY,

'*

n O S T O N

cure a

ddreaa
decZO lwt]

Life Insurance

England

'*

V. S. Patent OjHce. Wathiugton,
(under the Act of 1837.)

To Let*
Me.

The large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently occu*
by Mrs. C. A. Richard* as a board*
Ing house. Possession given immedi*
ately. For particulars enquire of

jan 13 dlw

pied

Removal.
W.

CHARLES

oc25 tf

JOHN C. PROCTOR

SMITH

inform his friends and the public that
\xrOULD
ft
has removed from 17 Silver Street to the

ho

■

W ANTS.

NEW STORE ON OPPOSITE SIDE,
and

WASTED.

just below the old staud,

subscriber, having had
THE
in connection with
without
ishes to

whore he will be happy to
host of new ones.

10,000

Only

see

capital,

his old customers, and
jaul3 d2vv

Oranges,

20 Cents per Dozen!
-AT-

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
unequalled l*iepnrntion* f#r
Restoring. Invigorating, Beautifying
uad 1>renting the llnir*

The

great

Rf-ndering it *'ft, dlVv and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any de-lrcd position ; quietly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the f-dl and imparting a healthy a::d

natural color

t

the Hair.

»

IT HI VI w r

ALLEY’S FRUIT
jan9

islw

Exchange

R emoval !
The

undersigned

has removed his Office to

No. 166 Fore St., head of

Long Wharf,

prepared to write auy amount of
Marine, Fire mid I.iff Insuraut-e,
Whore he is

that may be wanted.

SPECIAL

MEETING.

MP*T1
Saturday evening, between South and India
streets, ou Free or Middle, a Port-mounaie conThe finder will be well
taining a sum of money
Jan 12—lw*
rewarded by leaving it at tins office.

ON

l*ropo«alw

TO

its Original \'oHthful Color
V\. vs vvo\ vv \hv\t,
Rut ucts directly u;'«
the
them the natural uourbhira
sumo vitality and luxurious

«f the llnir, giving
euin-d. producing the
quautlty us in youth.
1*

rt

r-

Yov T»aA’vcs vvvvv\ C\vv\Avew
Whose Hair
sam urn

requires frequent dressing the Zy in balhas no equal. No ludy's toilet
is

Sold

J. W. HUNGER.

janT d3in

MU

c<

in; K-t*-

v

City

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

198 Greenwich Street, New-York

Po«ti.ahp.

Jar9

td

NOTICE.
subscriber obliged to call
all persons inTHE
debted
him for iinme Jio/e settiemeut of their
be is about
is

on

to

City.

CANAL. BANK.

demaud*.

as

leaving the

State.
w .lavs after, the
16th of January,
ill lie offered for settlement witbont
costs, at the office of Dr. Hutchinson. Gray
\VM. WARBE.N GKEEN’E. M. D.
On. Bud tor

an

a

opportunity

f.

w

Gray, January 1,18t!3.

of this Hank are notified to
Haukiug Koom on Monday, 26th
inst., at 11 o’clock A. M., to fill a vacancy in the
Hoard of Directors.
Hy vote of the Directors.
.1. B. SCOTT, Cashier.
td
Portland, January 9, 1863.

jau* dlOt

Aiiiiuul .flrrling.

rilHE Annual

Meeting of the Stockholders in the
Him' IXSCHAXCB COM PAS r will be
the office of the Company, in Augusta, oa
Wednesday, the 28th day of January instant, at ten
o’clock A. 31.,for the choice of officer*, and th# transaction of any other business that mfcy legally come
before them.
By order of the Directors.
J it WILLIAMS. Secretary,
Augusta. Jau. it. 1803.
jaul6 td
1

held

luff I'lintioiml Steamship Company.
A
SPECIAL MEETINti of the Stockholders of
1\. the International Steamship Co. will t*e liolden

Company,
Company,

or

SEALED

ithout it

by Druggists throughout the World.

for f if J Tomb.

January »th, 1961. f
PROPOSALS will be received by the
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds
at the office of City Engineer, until Mondnv. the J6th
lint Ibr the construction of a Tomb in Evergreen
Cemetery, as per plans and specihcatinus which may
be seen at City Engineer's office. The Committee
reserve the right to reject proposals not
satisfactory.
Per order of Committee,
A K SHIKTI.KFP, Chairman.

Shareholders
rpilE
I. meet at their

at tin* office oi the
on the corner of Commercial and Union streets,for the purpose of reviaiug
the By-Laws of the
ou the 29th day of
January, 18«»3, at 8 o'clock P. M
II J. LIHUY, Secretary,
Portland, Jan 14, 1863
jaul5

w

To Rt store 1* r<»/ Hair

STORE,
Street.

considerable experimanufacturing, bat
make arrangements with
some person
hav ing means, to operate a mill—either
cotton or woolen—and share the profits. Can fire
beat of reference as to character and ability.
Please address B. WOODWARD, Box 117, South
Berw ick, Maiue.
dec 1 * cod2m
ence

Nos. i» A H Silver Street,

graced by

the presence of Jim Brooks and the two Woods
from New York city, Imt as a partial compensation it will not be

OF

Agent qf

Late

13 & 15

2CF”Yanity Fair

New

pledge

ed States: also in Great

the issue of one hundred million dollars in legal tender notes for
the
immediate
j
payment ol the army and navy,
is now a law.
No more passes will lie granted to the army
of the Potomac at present.
A hospital toaccainmodatc aliout four thousand is being established at Aquia Creek.

j
j
I

Patents.

EDDY,

SOLICITOR

Mississippi squadron.
The hill authorizing

j

Foreign

ca*f

»p«‘

Ia-

thereof

coniine themselves to
•**P'.
evident I'aet ot the existence of a strict neutralhonor ot Ins re-election, hut, hearing of their
ity during the progress of the war, hut draws
intentions, he declared the compliment not in
from this the conclusion that their courses of
accordance with the present condition of puttaction was but an actual decision against the
lie affairs, and intimated that lie preferred that
South and in favor of the Union, at the same
tile funds subscribed for music should tie dotime tending to prolong hostilities.
nated to the Massachusetts Soldiers’ Relief
He complains of European justice in other
Association here, which was done.
matters, citing the conclusions ol a treaty
The Attorney General, in reply to the resowith tile United States lor the abolishment of
lutions of the House asking why the conliscaprivateering, thus preventing the Confederates ; tion act was not enforced in the District of
from disposing of, in foreign ports, the prizes
Columbia, encloses a letter from Cuinington,
which their privateers might capture. This j U. S. District
Attorney, stating that in all
he thinks is a direct shaft aim at the success
eases of property seized and
reported to him
of the Confederacy. Notwithstanding the reby the military authorities with a view to conremonstrances
the
to
peated
by
Confederacy
fiscation, preliminary proceedings have been
neutral European powers, and their own adinstituted to secure the condemnation of the
mission as to the inefficiency of the Federal
same.
He adds that the obstacles in the way
blockade of the Southern ports, neutral Euof the law as it stands, are so serious as to
rope has received the remonstrances in almost
cause grave apprehensions that no satisfactory
unbroken silence, submitting to the wrong inresult can lie attained in the prosecution of
dicted on her commerce by the United States. ; suits authorized
by it.
while
He, however, asserts,
speaking thus of
Capt. John Camp has been ordered to the
that
has
he
no
to
European powers,
complaint
command of the steam sloop Ticonderaga.—
make that these nations have declared their
Lieut. Com. Greer lias been ordered to the
to

..

1 ir*t District included in the Countv of
Cumberland.
And I further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act
All persona who
shall neglect to pav the duties and fares so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the Collector or his
Deptitle*, within the times above specified, shall he Untie
to pay ten per centumm atlditional
upon the amount

The Army and Navy to be Paid.

European powers,
recognzing the sell-

COLLECTIONDISTRICT,MAINE.

N pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Congress entitled “An Act to provide Internal Kevenue to support the Government and
pav the interest
on the Public Debt,”
approved July 1. 18G2, I hereby
give notice that 1 hav»* received from the Assessor of
the First Collection District in the .State of
Maine,
his Keturn of the Taxes and Duties assessed in the
month of December, 18*12—that the said taxes have
become due and parable, and that I will be in attendance at ray office over 92 < ommercial street.l’ortland, from the 12th to the 24th dav of January, 18*13,
for the purpose of receiving said taxes, aud
granting
tn all

to Senator Sumner de-

Kot SOATlON

th-

4 In* MAaoaro FKATanxiTr-ifa
Kelatinna to
he Country, tho Government, and the
Conflict—ita
r uture Mixaion.
with
a view to reach the
Liberal,
people,

I

FROM WASHINGTON.

bavin* returned rh>m three
Canada, to .hare the tnrtnnea

'? Pattered to rwpond to

»«oni,TOrtl«J,K“T’Wi,h ,Cf""n**'u',r

INTERNAL REVENUE.

Mr. Walker of Mass., favored tlie bill.
Mr. Biddle and others followed.

um,r.r?l*n?d.
‘h'",cc

Proclama-

»n Agent of the American
Anti-Slavery Society, and
other gentlemen, will sneak on tlie occasion.
I he importance of the Proclamation
cannot be
overestimated. It
strikes tin bond* from
more than three millions of
slaves, and is tlie death
blow to slavery on this continent. Its
effects will be
unspeakably beneficial not only to the slave, but also
to his master—to the
North, as well as to the South,
noth races will be
thereby immeasurably elevated in
the scale of moral being; and
future generations, to
the end of time, will rejoice in the Act
Slavery is an abmnination to Almighty God, and
the direst curse of the Human Pace. Its
abolition,
therefore, is fraught with infinite blessings to man
and is a sure pledge of the Divine Favor.
Let the citizens meet to rejoice over the event
and
heartily to endorse the Act of Emancipation.

HOUSE.

rF*lo.

and it. CH.U.

...

LIFE INSURANCE.

AT MECHANICS’ HALL,
Next SlUHlay Evening, at 7 o'clock.
REV. A. T. FOSS,

Tlie credentials of Win. J. Piggot a« Representative from North Carolina under tlie

Country

r-?™",* NlTl7ttB.

in the

MEETING to consider the
tion of Emancipation will be held
AI’l

Onr

of

The President’s Proclamation.

passed—29 against 10.—Adjourned.

on

ENTERTAINMENTS.

The total manlier of vessels now euwhaling business is 353, with a
tonnage of 103,1(52.”

gaged

Mr. Hale called up ills resolution relative to
made in connection with the purchase
of land at Kittery.
The resolution was postponed.
The joint resolution providing for tlie payment of tlie army and navy was passed—only
two nays, Powell and Saulsbury.
The bill relative to suits for arrest of political prisoners was taken up.
Mr. Carlisle offered a resolution, inquiring
of the Postmaster General relative to tlie
suspension of mail privileges to certain newspapers. Laid over.
The civil deficiency bill was postponed till
to-morrow.
The military academy Hill was taken up, and
a long debate ensued, after which the bill

Potomac, 1
January 15. j
flag of truce boat this alternoou hrouglit

Xew Bedford

cent.

Ossiuee.

charges

Army of

The
Mrs. McIntosh, widow of the late Gen.
McIntosh, of the rebel army, her sister and
sister-in-law. They were received and escorted to Gen. Sumner’s headquarters by Colonel
Partell, of that officer’s staff.
Richmond papers of tins morning have
come to hand,
The most important feature of
news is Jefl'. Davis’ annual message to the rebel Congress.
Alter briefly referring to the
campaign since the last annual message, he
says:
The anticipations which entered into the
contest have now ripened into a conviction,
which is not only shared with us by the common opinion of neutral nations, but is evidently forcing itself upon our enemies themselves.
The advent of peace will be hailed with joy.
<fur desire for it lias never been concealed.—
Hut earnest as lias been onr wish for peace,
and great as have been our sacrifices ami sufferings during the war, the determination of
this people lias with each succeeding mouth
become more unalterably Hxed to endure any
suffering and continue any sacrifice however
prolonged, until their right to self-government
and the sovereignty and independence of these
States shall have been triumphantly vindicated and established.
He then refers hack to history and to the
days that four of the States now forming a
portion of the Confederacy were recognized
as independent
sovereignties by the two great
maritime powers of Europe, "in a treaty of
peace concluded in 178;!.
He views the history of the confederation
and ultimate reunion of the States, and asserts that the now Confederate States were
members of the Union with the right ns great
and independent sovereignties to secede when
in their judgment their safety and honor required such a step.
over

presented.

A resolution of inquiry was adopted as to
the remuneration of collectors of customs.
A resolution was adopted, calling for particulars concerning the accident to tlie steam-

er

Headquarters

were

^jsheby.—The

Stamhinl, ill n review of the whale fishery
during the past year, says:—“The diminution
of tlie whgiing fleet has continued through the
year, but we hope bus reached its minimum.
Tlie decrease for tlie year has been 65 vessels,
with a tonnage of 23,297. Tlie decrease for
18(51 was 94 vessels, with a tonnage of 32,441;
for 18(50,57 vessels, of 18,086 tons; for 1858,
29 vessels, of 9,033 tons; tlie decrease for live
years amounting to 100,140 tons, or 49 per

.XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

Daily Press.

Jeff. Davis' Inaugural Message.

Association; the name of each invalid, his residence, regiment, amount of pay
due, <fec., is entered upon the books of the
Association, and in eases of death, friends of
the deceased are put in possession of all the
facts, anil the body sent home if required.
Besides providing needed food and clothing. the discharged are often furnished with

upon the

several

the

Portland

some mem-

money to enable them to get home. A'et there
wants which the people of Maine can
A cool crisp apple is relmore easily lurnish.
ished by all Xew Englanders. How much
must
be
the
greater
enjoyment to the poor
soldier who has been suffering in camp or hosShall
hanker
in vain for what we
pital.
they
have in abundance? AA'ill not many of our
farmers send in a box or barrel to Geo. K
Davis, Portland? A few onions, also, would
be very acceptable to the invalid soldiers.
All such donations will be sent free to Philadelphia, or to any other destination the donors may wish.
If packed in boxes with saw dust they will
be less likely to injure. Select good fruit.
*
*
*
Give freely and quickly.

The

For this amount we

TO THE

for

are some

indicate.

bath,

longing

BY TELEGRAPH.

ber of the

have been In years past, and so they
doubtless will be in years to come.
The poor widows, and other suffering fe-1
males, who consider themselves as having
claims upon this charity, increase in number
as the
increases in population,aud circum-

they

come.

unsatisfied

an

apples. There arc upwards of twenty hospitals in that vicinity, and hundreds of our
soldiers have been the grateful recipients of
the sisterly care and brotherly love of the good
citizens of that city.
Keccntly they have organized a society for the upecial relief of New

Widows’ Wood Society.

claims of its beneficiaries are

soldiers have

cent

In the Ilouse, a resolution was introduced,
and referred, looking to the recall of the Confederate Commissioners abroad, hut eulogizing France for her endeavors to induce European intervention.

IEWAI1!
the

DOLLARS
detection
given
and
FIVE
ictiou of any person
pcr*on« stealing
subscriber*
from
door* of
will be

paper*
dec25

the

for

or

com

our

PUBLISHERS OF Tilt PK’ SS

at

At. A St. L. Railroad Stock.
rtl k TO 100 SHAKES WANTED bv
cHJ
WM H. WOOD
jan!6 dlw

Stride 10 Pc ad val.
soft.
.4j@6
American refined .89c| Ti»inf.
Kough.OiOfO fhity 35 Pc ad vat.
otton Sail.83 ®«0c
Teasi
I Duty 20c p lb.
Flax
.40 a
! Hyson.7&cyi91
Halting.45 «,50
••

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.
From the

Philadelphia

Dirge for

ft

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Press.

Sold lor.

An

duction

Duty
Pearl

10

atl

mer-

and
Bleep forever
him

forever.
low, lay him low.
Lay
In the clover or tho snow!
What cares he? he cannot know
Lay him low!

pc ad val.

per

(@ 63

(@4?
*0.4 3j

Ship.4j
t ruckers
bbl.
Crackers, p 100

(fcl6

Hg and Stamp 96,
/tar tint exceeding 960 4>
ton value $17 4> ton, exceeding $60 4* ton $18,
less than J inch thick or
more than 7 inches tcide,
rounds less than k inch
or more than 4 inch * in
diameter, and squares
less than k inch or more
than 4 inches square $20,
Railroad $12 60, /toiler
aud /date $26 4> ton,
Sheet 2,0.24c 4* lb and
$3a6 4» ton.

p lb.74@ 84

Bread*
Duty 30 pc.
Pilot p 10U lba. 854

Fold him in his country's stars,
Roll the drum and fire Hie volley !
What to him are all our wars,
What but death bcnmcking folly?
Lav him low, lay him low.

.14

Duty

growth.

Apple*.
Green pbbl.160@1 75
Sliced p lt>.54 rtjOjc
Cored 4Mb.54 @04
Uncored p !b.24 @ 3

may, he fought his fight,
Proved his truth by his endeavor,
Let biin sleep in solemn night,

What

or

on

l*ot.7j@ 84

man

Young Hyson-75
Oolong ..67

14.

additional duty <J
is levied

10

Hand of man, or kiss of woman?
Lav him low, lay him low,
in the clover or the snow!
What cares he? he cannot know:
Lay him low!

In the clover

January

flop*.
huty 6c 4> it,.
4>c
channisenot imported di- First Sort, 1862
I ron.
rect from, the place of pro-

fc'osc his eyes; his work is done!
What to him is friend or foemsn,
Rise ot moon, or set of sun,

As

corrected for the runes to

Expreealy

35

;

t@40c Common.3$^ 3J
Kefined
4o 4j
Suede.6 § 0]
|
Norway.6k(a> 7
Store.l(i (®17 ast Steel.22 §24
ifi inan Steel_14 §16
llenn*.
Marrow p bush£2 50@2 75 bmglislitlili*.Steel.16 v« 17

the snow !
cares he? he cannot know:
him
low!
l*ay

Pea..2 75a3 00
Blue Pod.2 37a2 02
Caudle*.
Duty Sperm and H’a.r 8c,
St ravine be, Tallow 24c
p lb.
Mould 4> lb.13Jc@14

Leave him to God's watching eye.

Trust him to the hand that made him.
Mortal love weeps idly by
God alone has |>ower to aid him.
Lav him low, lay him low,
In the clover or the snow!
What cares lie? he cannot know
Lay him low.

do

Rus im't.. 13

STEAMBOATS._

§18
§14

Portland mid \< w York Stenmws.

laird.
Itarrel, 4Mb.lOfalOt
Kegs, 4> !b.10J olie

Leather.
fluty 30 tyc ad ra/.
Vew York, light. .28 (o30c
do. md. wta...30 §31
@12
Country.104 all do. heavy.80 «31
i<>
< 'oal—(Retail.)
slaughter 82
Duty From Hr. Provinc- liner. <’alfskiug. .76
es free, otherforeign Hi- il’ter Wax Loath. 19 ^ 20
l.ruil.
tumenous £1 10, atl other kinds 00c 4> ton.
duty rig ljc ® tb.
Cumberl’d 4* ton. £101 @11 lm. Pig 4* I00ib.$9f@ 9?

|

lor

oreigu Pig.»] a, 9]
: Iheet and
Pipe.. lo|§lo|
Lime.
>utu 10 |>c ad val.
took land. cask.. .68 @76c
Duty be p
say to John Henry—
I Java p lb.ap> @38c
Lumber—From yard,
"How 1 should like to know how to skate.”
St. Domiugo.30 a31 < dear Pine, No. 1 .$38 @
John Henry will say—
do.
No. 2. 34 §
Rio .32 a 3-3
do.
No.8. 24 (a}
Mocha.None.
‘‘Certainly, my love. Of course.”
do.
No.
4 14 (a)
The next time he comes he will bring you a
I Duty: Tarred 2\c, Manil-; hipping Lumber. 17 (0,18
lb. ; pruce.10 dll
pair of Conover & Walker’s best.
la 21, alt other 3i
He will say—
lb
American
i3$ a 14$ I femlock.8 §10
Kutvia Hemp.16A@17 I tax Sh'ks,(cash) 48 §56c
"To-morrow evening, darling, at half past
Manilla.13$ftl4 <
five.”
do.
1*
Bolt rope, Russia 16jal7$
30 .a 32
To-morrow evening you will get your skates
do.
Manilla.14 @15 .’ Ihinglcs, Ced. ext 2Ja 3
do.
on about half past six. with a
to 2}
Crnraii
No.1.2
determistrong
do. ext. l’iue 31 u 3}
nation to show John Henry what a graceful
V bid.si8o@i85
I .ath«.
and I>y«*».
1
25
Orux*
00&1
Spruce...
little fairy you are “on ice.” He leads you
lb—Oil (Cinna- do. Pine.1 26a. 1 80
Duty:
from “terra tirma” to “terra icea,” which you
30 ,035
mon 82. Oil Almonds ami I ted Oak Staves
Otto of /lose SI 50, Oil 1 lol. IIlid. Slmoks
at once discover to be a different kind of “terJlergamot, Cassia and A llea^s.city. 2 75^i2R7
ra” altogether. You bow to John Henry, and
('tores SI, l/ydriodnti ugar d-j. cit y. 2 76a2 87
lift your right foot, which causes you to bow
do. do. c'trv.l 26« 150
/‘offish ~bc,Ctsntharides,
seventeen different ways at once.
John HenMastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb, < reenCo’v sa'd 1100o 1 20
Cardamons, OH Lemon, ( ountry Itifl Mol.
ry tells you to do as lie does. You try to do
11 lid. Shooks.. .1 36 a 1 50
Anise and Orange, loso, and immediately—some one falis. You
dineb0c, Tolu ana Crude > lash.126 « 1 60
look around to see who it is, and the thought
do
l
l
Refined
«»*»!»».$28 {a30
CamphorSt^c,
strikes you “perhaps it is myself!” You are
4 »c. Tartaric Acid 2or. | Incktnotack Timber. p tun.10;al6
Cream Tartar, Citric
picked up. and fall down again eleven times
/ faM ola ««m.
Acid,
without stopping.
6c p gat.
mar and Gums used for l hity
Your skate is loose. Of course it is, or you
like purposes 1«)C, Aloes. ( ienftigos.35a 36
Chlorate
1
could strike out. John Henry loosens and
Verdigris,
of rinidad.35 <&> 36
Potash, Carl. Magnesia ( ubaclaved. 3f»Ta31
tightens your straps in the usual way. You
do. tart. 27a28
6c, Ilorficic Acid, Yellow do.
strike out with hands and leet, with energy and
do. Muscovado 32 ;a33
Prussia!e Potash and
enthusiasm. The former you plunge into
Red do. 10c, Liauorice, ? ew Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar 1 ortland Syrup, lihds..25
John Henry’s countenance, and with the latdo.
bbls.. 27
of Lead 4c, Asphalt am
ter you succeed in laying him out
alongside
ami Hi-(Tiro, potash Sc,
Vnil«.
of yourself. You rise, ami lie rises
Salts.
/
partially
lie,
Sago
*utg:
Epsom
Wrought2c,
up, and you throw yourself into his bread basLiquor tee Root, Ri-('arb. Assorted 3c p Ih.
Soda, ('oustic Soda lc;( a>k.4 50&4 76
ket in a very inhuman way. You
hoarsely
Castor Oil 50c V gal.,
Nnial Storm.
whisper,
Morphine 82 nz., Al- l hiti/: Turpentine, Hnsin,
“John Henry, I shall faint if you push me
vm G*»c $> cwt., Coppe^is
Pitch, Tar2f )\'c nd raJ.,
S.
50c \>nrt.. Muriatic Acdown again.”
Turpentine 15c pgat.
id 10 V>e ad ral., S/tong- T nr (foreignip bb) 913a 16
He helps you up, and you knock him down
/sin-l itch (Coal Tar). 94
es, Ass<\ftrtida.
five times without stopping. At last you let
glass. Ftor Suljdinr.Sen- I osin.18* a 20
him stand. He persuades you to release
va. Arrowroot, Ginseng T urpentine Pgal .28<^a2 85
him,
20 V>c- Hleaching PowOakum.
while lie wipes the sweat from his noble brow.
ders 39c \y cwt.. Sago / '«///
Free.
You nobly grant the boon; and, after superhuSal Soda an • l A mericau.8>@ 9]
50c
man exertions to maintain the
Soda Ash $c
lb, ('rud*
Oil.
perpendicular,
It rims tone S3 and Roll / Uitu Sperm, Whole and
you quietly settle slantindicularly into John
do. SO |> ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish (His of forHenry's coat sleeve. A look of desperation
t*
gal.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
says, ns plainly as a look can, "John Henry,
Alum
lb.4 S' he
rat., I in seed, Htmpseed
why do you push and throw me down in this Aloea.30 <’ 37 anti Hone seed 23c p gal.,
Arrow Hoot.17 «40
(Hire 23c,
Salad' 50c,
disagreeable way.”
Borax.28 ,«3n
Point, Seal and CocoaHe looks at his watch.
Brimstone (roll).. Aka- b
nut 10c p gal.
“Is it possible!” Eight o'clock, and your
Bi-Carb. Soda.0] «;c,i p ortland Kerosene
mother said you must lie at home at nine.”
Sulphur.0 (a 6$ UJurninat g Oil 66 <&60c
Sal Soda.3J@ 4 .V achine.80 \a, 82
Your prayer* have been answered; and it
Camphor.140ttl50C larine.
is lie that wants to go home and not you.
Cream Tartar.ar> abb s
perm Winter .208(0210
You go home, and, if not very pious,you think
Logwood ex.12 u 14 V 'bale, ref. Wint 98 url«K>
< rude.90 (a92
Matrnena.28 a 30
do.
a
»ci y
mini
iMtl WUrU8 UUOUl
SKUllH^
Iiioijro, M'la, line.SI Vft 2 0 rand Jtank and
in general, anil learning to skate in particuMadder.17c «18
Chaleur. .926 (a29
Hay
lar.
Opium. 89 a 9( S bore.24 (&26
Four days after, when you are just able to
Ulmbarb.200 a 225 l in seed.91 32 a 136
Alcohol.87 o95 I oiled.1 36 a 1 40
walk around the house without limping—if
Fluid.1 lrt tfl 25 I ardOil.1 (Xlal 05
you are reckless of life and limb—regardless
90 a
t live Oil.17«>al 80
Campbene.2
of sprained ankles—or married to a feller what
Saltpetre..11 @23 ( astnr Oil.2<»5« 2 10
Vitriol.12 @
> eatsfoot Oil. ...103®1 12
your pa likes and you don't—you will go aOnions
l)y«‘wood*.
gain and learn to skate. It's ten to one. I
Free.
37 S3 GO
Duty:
though, that you never try it the second time. Harwood.2$@ {j bbl.S3
bush.1 30® 1 33
So much “on ice.”—[Boston Traveller.
lira
1 \V,19
Pa lain*
; Camwood.4}<ft 4J / Htty (M White Lead dry
Fustic, Cuba.2 .ft 2] or ground in oil ami He'd
“Dak's a Niogak got Tab on his Heel.”
**
Lead «2 40 p 100 tb«.
Savauvilla.IJft 2
—This is a favorite saying down South. A
Hypernic.4)ft 5
Litharge 2^C, Oxide of
Zinc 2]c plb, Prussian
friend tells us what it means. He recently vis- j Logwood,
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Campeachy.2 (224
ited a plantation near Memphis, Tennessee, and
St. Domingo.lja 2
Yellow, Venetian lied 25,
at night, when the darkies' work was
done,they Extract Log wood. 12 j «14 Spanish Brown dry 20,
assembled to pitch coppers. The cents gradNic
u.
in oil 3** pc ad vat., YelWood.
.35 ft 4j low and other Ochres We
ually disappeared in a very mysterious man- Poach
Ked
.3; a 3j p 100 lbs. Paris White
ner.
The most rigorous search revealed no
u
2 (ft
Sapan
dry 60c, in oil $1 60,
clue to them. The stock of coppers had dwindquercitron Bark.. 2)ft 2J
Uniting 60c p 100 lb-,
led fearfully, when light seemed to break upon
Ked Sanders.3*ft 6 1 ’tl’d Lead, in oil.glOu.10i
ewis Lead,
Dark*
one of the darkies, and he yelled, "Dar’s a
lOTaluj
nig- Duty 30 Pc ad ra/.
II oston Lead, 44 ..ft} a.
ger got tor on his heel!” Great confusion fol- j; Kavcns.46c@
F rench Zinc, 44
10a 10J
lowed the announcemant.nnd the darkies comA iner. Zinc, '4
Portland. No. 3 .90 a
.8 ®8J
II ochelle Yellow.. .3 a, 3]
No. ]0. .62 ft
menced seating each other violently on the
F n g. Ven. Red_3 a 3}
3. 89
ground. Atone time twenty darkies were sea- Navy, S’r, No.
L it barge.10®
No. 10. 61
ted omthe ground, while twenty more had their
Tent Duck,
li ed Lead.10®
Tti
the
at
their
10
U. S.
oz.66 @
legs
heels. The
Planter*
air, looking
/ uty
12 oz.66 a,
Free.
miscreant was at last found. The black
1' er ton Soft.1 75(61 78
Feather**
wretch, who sought to bring a time-honored
.* 80 Pc ad ral.
I: ard.160® 1 62
Duty
and healthful game into disrepute, was soon
j Live Geese lb 60 @66 (j round.600® 6 50
discovered. All old negro, who was too lame
Kussia.25 ft
Provinionn.
/ uty: Beef and Pork lc,
Fi«h.
to indulge in the game, and who had been, like
: For 100 Tbs foreign
Bacon and Hams
Lard,
Duty
Gen. J. Caesar’s w ife “above suspicion,” had
Buffer and 1 'heese 4c
caught
//erring * 1.
covered his heels with tar. Under pretence of
.Markerel 8*2, Salmon 83; C ti’go Mess Beef.612 a 14
and all other pickled in P irtland do.
12j a 13
seeing fair play, this elderly colored person had
66/*. 81 50
14 u!4$
66/., other- P tl’d ext. do.
made himself conspicuous among the pitchers,
vise 50c
net. From I' ark, extra clear 17 a 18
volunteering his services as judge on all disP i»rk, clear. 16 a 17
Provinces free.
puted points, and all the while the sly old coon Cod large qut.842 41 P urk.inotu*. 15 6151
small. 3a 3i I' ork, extra do
was treading on the
13j« 14j
coppers. They’ stuck, of ;
Pollock.2ift 2? I1 nrk. Prime. 11’a 111
course, and when his tarry heels were turned
Haddock,
lia I F x Prime.13 @13]
up they revealed “a right good chance” of
Hake..1 56ft 1 75 II ound IJogs. 6 \n 7
cent*.
Herring,Shorepbl.4 2 4J H ams.8 ;aftc
do. Labrador.. none. C itv Smok’d Hams, 9 a 10
are
some white people up North, by
They
do. Scaled {>bx 33240c
Produce.
the way who have “tar on their heels,” but they
do. No 1
25,a 30 I M*f p qur p lb 6 @ 7}
tread ou gold instead of copper.
K irgf*. p do/. IK Co 19
Mackerel
bbl.,
Bay No. 1.8101211 !' ►tatnes. pbbl.gl60(61 75
A Personal Complaint.—I have a little
Bav No. 2 .7Co 8 C iiickens.8 u 10
Bav No. 3.5' « 6 L unb.ft a 8
personal difficulty to settle, and I can think of
Shore No. 1 ...lOk* 11T irkies.10 (a 12
no other way to commence than
through your
columns. I am. then, an arrogant invader, l
2.7|@7J<; cose.9 (a 10
do. (medium).. 4jo 4j V cal.none.
but in a very small and humble way. The ordo. (small).3ft 3] P ickles. p bbl-$7|@ 8J
Frail*
Rice.
dinary trials of a soldier's life I am not disLemons, Oranges, L uty: Cleaned lie, Padposed to lay before the public. But this is an Duty:
Hanana* and Plantains
dy
Jc p lb.
trial.
Some time since, for fourextraordinary
20 t>c ad ral., Almonds I{ ice p lb.6’@ 71
teen
mind
—

ft

and

fast

Steamships

"CHESAPEAKE,"
£gs
T*aml

('apt. Willett,
"PARKERSBURG," Captain
rf
aBB Hoffmak, will, until further notice,
T—

follows:
Leave Brown** Wharf, Portland, every WKDNE8DAY, and SATURDAY', at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY’
and SATURDAY’, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These vessels are fitted ui> with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y’ork
and Maine. Passage £5.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
s'earners as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
Portland.
EMMtY & FOX,
II. B. ( ROM WELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y’ork.
dtf
Dec. 6. 1812.

Brown’s'Wharf,

M O N T R E A L.

ONE of the following first-class, powerm
^fill Steamers: ill BERMAN, NORTH
<L_T1
A M ERK AN, NOR W EC. IA N, J UR A.
VaSSSstSSU BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

JTT*

morning.

i

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third ( lass. 836. First Class, £77 to £92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. £186.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan & Co., Montreal,or to
J. Li. FARMER.
No. 10

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

23.1862.

June

dtf

HOTELS._
HLACKSTONE IIOI S1,

leased

1181 Hanover .Street.Boston.
f
Formerly Mansion /foune—conducted on
Ithe Eurom-an plan, The subscriber lias
the above House, and newly furnished it
1 lie House is now open to the public.
A. 1*.MOKIUSON, Proprietor.

throughout.
dec27

“ELiH

JONATHAN

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.

BLISS, Proprietor.
dtt

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.
....

THE subscriber would very respectfully an;
nounce to his numerous friends, and the
generally, that during the temporary
Icompulsory suspension of nis business he
t_
has furnished this well-knowu house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
his cusI tomers. and hones by strict attention to upon
their wants
I to merit a
continuance of the pationage w hich he has
hitherto rewived.
E. G. MAYO.
d&wtf
Passadumkeag. June 23,1862.

[public

BATH

HOTEL,
By C. M. PLIJ M M K

i

•.•Terms SI per day.

Bath. June 23.1862.

dtf

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,

Proprietor.

BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one oCthe most
re'reats from the dust and turmoil of our

iuvitiug
cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
lanre

within thare minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Ternia Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 23.1862.
dtl'

**

But my trouble is this.
Emblazoned conspicuously on the front of
each is a device representing a bird,of a character unknown in tilts part of the
country,
with this inscription:

"The Union Cavalry
Boot,
Manufactured by

Benjamin

D.

Figs,

“Benj.

—

NOTICE
I have

TO

a

fine lot of

KILLICKINICK TOBACCO,
mUd. ttU'ifttim ami ttrona. Also, a tine assortment
t.T^***JJ LEAF TOBACCO, including the

celebrated “Mayapple” brand.
Our assortment of

Choice Imported Oipars

iShVEEt8^iPdaDT£E^V0R,So*T*00d
PIPES
constantly
j*n6

on

hand, at

IiORING’S DRUG STORE,
Corner of Exchange Street.

Black.88 (3 10 | ron.$]o
Bunch
box .8752 3 871 |' nek.
H
Lever .887@40o Son p.
Dates. .7 a Dc / uty 35 Pc ad rat.
1’runes.8)210) I. eathe k (lore's, TrowFleur—Portland insn
bridge k Smith’s ExSuperfine.86 1226 37 IUIHU. If ID. .'JfO
Fancv .6 37 a 0 62 F amily do.8M1) 8?
hxtra.6 <5et7 12 > f* 1.7 3 (g/ ft
Family.7 12 a 7 25 f agle No. 1.Oj ft) 6J
Kxtra Superior 7 25a * 60 s tar.hm
Western extras 7 00a7 25 (
"
family... 7 25a * 25 ( rane’s.9 (6.9J
superior? 37 a ® 37 Spire*.
Ohio extro
7 < «•« 7 25 / >uty: dinger Knot he,
famil.v. 8 GO a. 8 60
Ground Ginger 8c, PepCanada super No.1 none.
per and Pimento 12c.
SthouisFav Brands.ft a 9
('tores 15c, Cassia 10c,
Southern 111. do do.7? a 8j, Cassia Puds 29c, Cinnal’etapseo Family. .10f all trum 26c, Mace and NutRye Flour.41 a 4* megs 80c
lb.
Com Meal
.4 J u. 41 < R“sia V lb.45 (®4iC
Buckw't Fl’r $> lb
2j < loves. 88 a 35
< inger, (Race)_30 831
Grain.
Duty Corn and Oats IOC, * inger. (Africa). 30 ft81
Roe and Harley 16c. and H ace.80 (8.90
Wheat 20c |> bu. From > utmegs.90 ft92
Hr. Provinces free.
I epper. 25 ft 20
Rvo.95g>l OOF imento.22 ft 24
Oats.55 a 5*
Seeds,
South Yel. Corn. .86 n.88 / 'uti/: Linseed 10c 1> 5m., j
Corn. Mixed.85 a87
Canary !*1 fc) 5m., .1/us- !
90
tard 8c
Bariev.85
lb.
Short- ft ton.... 822 @23 I erds (irass.£2) ft2?
Fine Feed.25 @27 V estern Cloverj 10c « 11 ;
Ii ed Top.$3 ft 8i
(•rindMionrs.
I in seed.3 ft)
Duty Ron oh—free.
!
Rough, p ton
«17'5 20 ( a nary.3^@ 4
Dressed.30 a 35
Sugar.
Gnnpowrfrr.
/ <Uty: M dado2,c,not\a hove
Duty: Valued at less than No. 12 21c, above No. 12
20e p lb 6c. over 20c rtc
anrfno/aV)t>el6 3c,above
P lb and 20 pc ad ral.
No. 15 and not above 20
Blasting:.846
34c, above No. 20 and re•
Rifle and Sporting.6J@ 7} lined 4c t* |b.
1 ortlaud A..94(a)
llar>
Presss'd ft net T.814 @17
do.
A A.91%
Loose.16 @17
do.
Yellow... .none.
I xtra Yellow.none.
II Ides a ml SU inn.
3 fuscovado.ioi all
Duty 10 pc ad ral.
do.
in bond.Ki!ft$
Slaughter Hides. .6*<®74c
Calf skins.lla>13 l lavana Brown.
12
Calcutta Cow—
do.
White.. 123 « 13)
Slaughtered.. .1 80-S200 ? ew Orleans.10) a 134
Creen Salt
.1 60'«1 75 < rushed.14 ft 14)
Dry
120a1 30 < ranulated.14 ft.14)
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.95® *1 f I owdered.14 ft 141
Sheep Pelts, Dry 75 a100. Tallow.
>uty: Talloto 1 ^>c, Soap
—

I

2o@

j

!
1

@

>

...lofft

Book,

Card &

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

Standard.

SCALES.
These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by them,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

They are

u

correct in

principle, thoroughly made,
are perfectly accurate and

of the best materials, and
durable in operation.

For sale, in every variety, as
Ilay, Coal and Railroad Scales!

BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’, CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD

SCALES!

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With a complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

by

—

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
118 Mil.K Stiuikt

Sold in Portland

oc25

corner

of

by MMERY

liattorymarcli street,
Poston.
&

WATERHOUSE.

New Works !

f»j
■stile.12j(gl0

SMOKERS!

just received

»diz.none
iek? Salt.none.
r'd Butter Salt 22 @

*@

—

When the price of a thing is
inquired, nowa-days, the phrase is, "What’s the postage on
that ?”

Salt.
uty In bull: 18c, and in
Itaf/s 24c p 100 lbs.
irk’s Is., p lilid.
(8 bus.).S2 80®3 25
iverpool.2 5063 00

Eleme.18c:2 22 Starch.
Lemons, $> box. .82 2 2j I uty 20 pc ad raf.
< Granges—Havana.
2 50 !' [•nr!.fi}@
7}
l1 otato.31@ 4
Kaisins,
Bine |V cask.151216
Shot p 100 lbs *9* a. 10

Godfrey.”

Journal.

(.

New

Just think of a poor soldier's legs being
used as an “advertising medium.” But that
isn't the worst of it. I don't know who this
D. Godfrey" is. Only I see clearly that
he is a sharp Yankee, and must live somewhere in your country. If you happen to
come across him. I w ish you would dun him
for that little bill for advertising, lie can pay
yon, to be passed to my credit—whatever you
think three months’ continuance of the above,
on each side of a
saddle—by the way. two advertisements for one price—is worth, in view'
of the Tact that I circulate considerably. Or
if he wants to pay in goods—if he will leave a
reasonably good pair of boots in your care for
tne—without any advertinenienln on thorn—
you may give him a receipt in full, in my behalf.
[N. B.—Size, six.
[Corres. Boston

common.... none.

distilled.53 (655c
Snleralnn*
deratus p lb.GJ ® 7c
>rtland

lAIICISAAftV

NEW E»

riON OF

CASEY'S U. s\ TACTICSj

Army Keg illation*.
IIALI, L. DAVIS.
53

OF FREE AND

MIDDLE STS.,

Franklin, Me.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

3

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Land—supposed to conABOUT
tain. on an average.about five thousand of stumpage to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, besides

much bard wood, and a go d growth of young.thriftv juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
1000 acies, with a good water power at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the present dam, about 1000 acr«*s
of meadow, w hich can be put into grass, to great u<lvantage, bv withdrawing the flowage.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will he sold at an immense bargain to any one
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For further information apply to Col. J. L. Lawrence, or to
LEVI BARTLETT k CO
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
declfl dlaw8w

AND FANCY

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' CLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, IIRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ifc.

a

Drug

j

Established far the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, .Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

PRIVATE

has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes in in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10-mt night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
.Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgustiug and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb. unle«s the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can he caused by using them.
YOt’NU MEN, who are troubled with seminal
bad habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

thin season, should

use

the

Europe for its

3

medicinal and

Hospitals,'and by

European

WE

Sold in Portland

Pin-Worm Syriap
Is the first and only reinedv ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or PinWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, anu the
fact that it is fast sup reeding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.
It affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used w hen phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.

TW’O Organs of the human system

are more

GRAND

dly

body* is dependent

up-

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

j

j

and

Niagara Falls.

This roud is broad guaok and is
New aud Splendid Sleeping Cars.

provided

with

j

SfSTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

W. D.

zr y ou

can save

office.

LITTLE, Agent,

Office 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

dawtf

BK,«T FOB THE WEARY.

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!
Patent

lD.
j

lpplied

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING
No.74 Middle,corner of
•eptiotr

EARNESTLY cantion all young
suffering
Nervous Debility, Ac., against endangering
I from
their health
men

AGENT.

by patronizing

Under United States Hotel, Portland*
mills desirable mechanical arrangement ha* now
Jl. been in use a sufficient length of time to ibrv
that it give* entire satisfaction aud actually is the

valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
1
the Spring Brd department, embracing a little more
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
mendatious of their medicines bu the <t- atl. wlui canof their cxcelrencie*. aud vet happily overcoming all
not expose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrtheir defects. It is flexible as hair,* aud yet so recutheir imposition, copy from Medical books i
further
dom.
perative a* to bring itself into ptace with great faciliEvery moment of my waking life was embitmuch that is written of the qualities and effects of
ty. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and
I
was frequently unable to sleep at night.
tered.
different herbs und plants, and ascribe all the same
aud all who linger in suffering aud weakness. They
to their Tills. Extracts, Specifics, Ac
A variety of remedies hud been resorted to withmost ol which,
are made of good material warranted stiong and duif not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
rable, aud not liable to get out of order.
belief of its "curing even thing," but now known
resort,of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
to "kill more than is cured," and those not killed,
TESTIMONIALS :
the hope of thus finding relief.
constitutionally injured lor life.
Commercial House Portland. June 16. 1802.
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSHaving introduced the "Anderson Spring Bed Bot1
TRI M MAKERS.
one day in-a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHtom” into
my house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to be
au
of
the
EYE
Doctor,knowARD’S
WATER. I had never heard of it be- i
t^uack
easy aud healthy bed. 1 am using several kinds
Through tbe'iguorance
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Audersou
ing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
fully equal if not better than the best.
gives it to all his patients in pills, drop**, Ac., so the
Ji. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
delightful results. In a very few days the painful ; Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Kxtiacts. SjKcific, Antidote, Ac., both relying
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
We have introduced several of the justly celebratits effects hi curing a few in a hundred, *it is
upon
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new' life.
ed "Anderson Spring lied Bottom” to our sleepiug
trumpeted in various ways throughout the laud: but
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
alas! nothing is said of the balance: some of whom
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decia- i
oil preference over any and all other*- we have ever
and
are
left
to
others
worse,
and
sufdie,
linger
grow
my eye seems at ull disposed to annoy me, 1 give it a
fer for mouths or years. until relieved or cured, if
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withWe recommend their use to all hotel keeper* who depossible, by competent physicians.
out it for any amount of money.
1 take occasion to
sire the comfort of their guest*.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
w. d McLaughlin t son,
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
Franklin House. Bangor, Me.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
May 12.1863.
times from protracted pain in and over her eye and I some
quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regard- !
she has found Poor Richard's Eyk Water a sov- j less of tlie life and health of others, there are those ’
Hon..Josiah
II. Drummond.]
[From
them who will even perjure themselves, conoreign specific in her case, giving her almost instant ! among
I am u-*ing the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ aud
tradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
with
it.
I
aui
much
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
very
pleased
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
.JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
fee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or "the
personally received, I cannot but commend the prep1862.
Portland, July 23,
dollar" or "fraction of it*’ may be obtained for the
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
Nostrum. It isthusthai many are deceived also,and
P S. HENSON,
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with
Having used Anderson* Spring Beil Bottom. I can
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
quackery.
recommend it as an excellent article.
eheerftilly
DR.
L
DIX’S
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. o, 1862.
charges are very moderate. Communications saC-IT"N umerous certificates of a similar character
and all may rely on him with the
confidential,
credly
be
furnished.
might
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," 1 have purchased :
the disease, condition or situation of any oue, marPoor RichunlN Eye and Ear Water
threq of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerried or single.
fullv recommend them to the public.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisI»r. N R. BOUTELL.
Watorville. May, 1861.
the United States.
eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Death ess,
All letters requiring advice must contain oue dollar
lias
furnished
the beds in my
Mr.
I).
K.
Fro
hock
answer.
to
insure
an
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuhouse with the “Anderson tyring Bed Bottom." and
Address Dr. L. Dix, No.21 Endicott street,Boston,
ralgia. with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
I take pleasure in raMKMBtUBC this articie as the
Mass.
the oar by a small glass tube, which, together with
lv
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
ltostou, Jan. 1, 1863.
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
A. II. ABBOTT,
Stores in tills city. Prick 26 cents per Bottle.
TITO THE LA l>IKS, The celebrated DR. I,.
Principal of Family School. Little Blue, re.mington.
JL DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Turks 6 Cents.
Vertical or Surgical adviser, tocall at his lino ms, No.
1 have had the unspeakable
11. II. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
of sleeping on
21 Endicott street, Boston. Mass., which they will
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
Agents.
find arranged for their special accommodation!
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anyv
to
this
Du.
DIX
devoted
over
ears
MRS. M.G.
having
twenty
Proprietor,
thing I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peno\13 d6m
No. 410 Arch St.. Philadelphia.
had no good rest for six mouths till occupying one of
culiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both iu
these beds. She would not part with it on any acthis country and in Europe) that he excels all other
count.
Hkv, JUilN ALli-N.
)
know u practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.
treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purThe Bed Bottom I bought of you Billy merits my
Twenty Years’ experience, and years ol
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakexperiment, 1 have at last found the
up to your high recommenexpectations, and is
ness, uunatural
enlargements of the
dations.
1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
womb, also, a!) discharges which flow from a morbid
desire to improve their sleepingapartments.
state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully prepared
AI STAPLES.
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically ai u surFor coloring Hair in the world. I say it boldly, and
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augnsta. April 16,1862.
mean it.
And sav further, that if an’v one buys my
gically, all disea«es of the female sex, and they are
respectfully invited to call at
Dye, and after trying, does not like it. I will refund
the money ou returning me the bottlo with one halt
Having terted the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," I
No. 21 Endicott Street, lloston.
it# contents.
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
letters
must
All
advice
contaiu
one dolrequiring
I do not wish to sell it to auy rebel, or rebel symof such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to I
lar to ensure an answer.
an\ thing of the kind now in use.
pathizer.
1803.
Jan.
1.
Boston,
eodly
Rxv. K. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by admore

|

j

J. F.

BROWN,

Attend!

AFJER

Dye !

dressing

JOHN M.
Oct. 28.d&w tf.

TODD, Portland, Me.

TICKETS

rpO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTII MORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts of
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and ut the lowest Boston
rates, for sale by
W. I). LITTLE. Agent.
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

Testimonials similar to the above have been

DOLE At

ceived from the
houses—

MOODY,

GENERAL

MISSOURI

CO.

Billy

suppressions,

Best

$20.

Commission

COMPANY have pur- |
St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri, !
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of £20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
LAND

THE
chased from the Hannibal &

EDWARD SlIAW. Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
uue

dtf

AND

Merchants,

Wllnl-ERAK DEALER*

IN

proprietors

of the

re-

following public

Penobaot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin llonse, Bangor
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House. Lewiston.

any
recover

you if you will send mv a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD H. THAYER,
oclftdAw3m
Lock Box. Boston. Mass.

Eclectic Medical
to

No.

5

Galt

Blook Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, Me.

ANDREW T. DOLE.

June 23.

FRANKLIN C MOODY.

eodtf

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their esnecial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic
Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rinait invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to aiiy part of the country with fall directions,

DR.

Renovating

by addressing
No. & Temple Street,
N.

corner

DB. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

of

B.—LADIES desiriug may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendJnlldawtfS

own sex.
ance.

JANES P. SLEEPER,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
No. HI Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps
stantly on hand all the various kinds of

COFFINS

AND

con-

CASKETS,

Now in Une,
o order
anything of
«t

And will make
this kind that
short notice, from the cheapest to
may be ordcrea,
the VERY BK9T. By giving TIT strict and undivided
atleutiou to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I can tarnish them cheaper than any
one elae.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug «. 18«2.

"coffee
J.

WOULD

and spice mills.
GRANT

respect tally give notice to hi* friends

and the
that notwithstanding the recent
loss of his mills and their content* by Are. he is again
prepared to tarnish

public,

FRESH GROUND GOODS—as

usual.

present (and until the completion of the rebuilding of his mills at 13 & 15 Uuion st.,) his place
For the

of busiuess is at

4:9 XJnion

street,

(2 doors from Middle Street,) where orders

are

solic-

ited for all kinds of

Roa«l and Ground CoffCc.

SLICES,

CREAM

TARTAR. SALRRATUS,
HERBS, ft'..

SH EET

put up in every variety of packages desired by the
trade, and warranted as heretofore, tiratetal for
past favors, he will endeavor to merit the continued
confidence of the public.
RANT, 49 Union Street,
J
Pqrtlaxp, M

Importer, cud

TRI E

A

to.

Wholesale Dealers in

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
Hallowcll House. Hallowell.

lAMlFACTlRIISS AM

China House. China.
Franklin House. Augusta.

Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton

Infirmary.

theTadies.

woonnt*.

House. Winthrop.
Winthrop
Elmwood House, Waterville.

off the advertising

quacks. You can ftally
by the methods used
by the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of others. AMD
ix no OTHER WAT.
Read a letter which I will send

decl8 d& wlm

Litchfield Corner House.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

ROOMS,
Exchange Street.

Quackrry !

Frohock,

GENERAL

1

market has been flooded for rears with di Her
ent articles called Hair Dyes, which have never
satisfied the expectation* of purchaser*. The wm
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD'8
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It coutains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Softs Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the'hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be pot on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all othor dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
This dye is peculiarly
every time used.
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after
putting it on. Unlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
cannot
do.
t.lve
this
new
article a trial, as we
dyes
know you will use no other after once using this,
rr f or
only at

granted October, 1862.

K..

DYE!

THE

RAILWAY.

ERIE

that he is much recommend-

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts', misrepresentations, false
promise's and pretensions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE gUAC’KS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and less as to their cure
Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed iu any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui known;
not only assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
gCACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recom-

TODD’S LIT SOLIS

HAIR

BY TUB

servation.

Poor Riclianl's Eye and Ear Water

Henson, Pastor of tlie Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

gggife THROUGH TICKETS
To Chicago, Cincinnati. Clkvkland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crobsk. St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

ed, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native quacks, more numerous in Boston than other
large cities,
I)R. L. I>IX|
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physiof
whom
consult hirn in critical cases,
cians—many
because ol his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

n

Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite a* often done harm
as good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S.

promptly

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to manv Citizens.Publishers. Merchants.

impor-

RAILWAY.

__

19 THE ONLY RKOTLAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

&c

ex-

other remedies
that it is war•
in every respect, or the price

they

of

SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

Proprietors,

XW~ REM EM HER—This medicine is designed

pressly for obstinate cases, which all
of the kind hare failed to cure ; also

FROM

IwhUy asserts (and it cannot be contradicted .exsept
by Quacks,who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he

Hotel

——

ranted as represented
will be refunded.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
None genuine and warranted, unless purchased directly of Jtr.
M. at his Remedial Institute far Special JHseasts,
and Phillips.
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R. I.
Passengers tor this route will take the cars at the
OTThis Specialty embraces all diseases of a priSaco
vate nature, both oi MEN aud WOMEN, by a regA
Portland,
Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portlaiul Depots, iu Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
ularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
Farmington Mav 5, 1862.
giving them his whole attention.
june23dtf
f fP'Consnltations by letter or otherwise are strictly confident ini .and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all
TRUNK
parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladles from abroad
wishing for a secure aud auiet ektkkat. with good
care, until restored to heaitn.
Notice to Wood aud Lumber NerCAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
chants.
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this cemes from
November 1st, 1*»!2, to May 1st, 1863. the
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll. and whose only
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
No tire wood will be conveyedbet ween October 1st, ! assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
1862. and May 1st, 1*63.
yon would avoid being humbugged, take no man’s
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
word, no rmtffer what his pretensions are, but
31A KE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
save you many regrets; for, as advertising
for
the
wood
which
business,
may
arrangement
conducting
phyare about to be made, the Company will not be able
sicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
to take tire wood from certain places on the line, so
who aud what thev are.
that shonld any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
tYT~ Dk. 31. will send ruwr. by enclosing one
will do so at their own
they must understand that
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DlgfeASES OF WOMEN, and on Prirate IHseases generally, giving full
risk, aud that the Company Will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
information, with the most undoubted references and
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
testimonials, without which no advertising phvsidan
or
medicine of this kind iffdeserving of ANY CONfrom what stations fire wood can be carried next
summer.
FIDENCE WUA TE VER.
J.
C.
BRYDGES, Managing Director.
attended to. Write
lyOrders by mail
Montreal. August 1. I$62.
a6dtf
y ou address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON,
ns above.
dec6dawlj80

DR. DIX

taut to health and comfort than the Eyk and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,
and vet every part of the
them for life aud health.

ages,

**

after all other remedies of the ktud
have beeu tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOITJLKS have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
MT*It is put up in bottle* of three
different strengths, with full directions for using, aud sent by
express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
PRICES— Full strength. 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.

returning opposite clays.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturon Mondays and Fridays.
days, returning
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

is so arranger! that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
No. 21. having no connection with his residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on no account cun any person hesitate applying at his office.

*

WATER!

all

°n and ^er Mon da t. May 6. 1862.
will leave Portland for Lewiston

stage connections.

DR. L. I)IX*S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicott street, Ho*ton, Ma*s.,

Sold in New York by Hall k Kcchel,218Greenwich street; in Boston by (ixo. (’. Goodwin & Co.,
12 Mai shall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in l’ortlaud by II. II. HAY uud all the princideed 3m
pal Druggists.

EYE Sc EAR

at

RAILROAD.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;

Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A (lectio s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin ; Ulcers of the Nose, hr oat and Body ; Pimples on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
advanced

Remedy

FOB FEMALES.

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENACOGIT..
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have felled,
is designed for both married and Minute Indies, and is the very best
thing
known for the purpose, as it wiM
bring on the monthly sickness in ca»es
of obstructions, from any cause, and

Leave Lewiston for Bath and F’orlland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Their efft cts and consequences;
SPEC IAL AILMI NTS AND SITUATIONS,

more

[Copyright secured.]

The Great Indian

Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.

icines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

BOTH

thejabove

OTDr. Boynton, having fall instruction from Dr.
Colton for generaling aud admit, i
sirring ike AT
Irons Oxide, or ExhUerntiny fins, is now
ready to
administer this t«as to those who mar wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, Ac.
nov®
dAw flml

S3K^SBStrmns

and

physician,

and the

and

CARPENTER, Sup’t.

DAN

t*

COMPLAUtTauSEf ikh

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Supply-

dec22

r°rt,and at 8 35 and 915 A- M

ANDROSCOGGIN

REFER TO

by II. H. II AY .Druggist.

f°r

»ovl3

diCAA" WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
Dl X if failing to cure in lew time than
O*
more effectually and permaany other
less restraint from occupation or fear of
with
nently,
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

DU. I'. «. GOtLD'S

JVb’ !

Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac,. Ac.
At Saco River,
tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, New Hem, Parson sfieid, Effingham, F reedom,
Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists aud
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, ami an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, aud the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benetitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

ing Agent.

e

3221?disease*
t?
'tV

novl8

Falls, Baldwin,

Drs.Darcyi

sanity
cured.

I!!- 4ur,i,ie*

On and after Monday, November 10,
trains w ill leave a? follow?, until further

al'l" il'Ter

OF THE EYE AND EAR.
operation, and

cureaon there deliorgan* nave been most successful, and many of
them ot a remarkable character. I>r It.
having tented the advantage* ol' Klectiicitv for the
past fifteen
years, upon thousands of patients in l'hiladelphia
and other cities of the United .states, is
prepared to
trea* all disease* of whatever nature w ith unrivalled
gurersir.
The following are among the disease which
Dr. 14. has beeu eminently successful in
treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarih. diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, disease* of
the lungs in all their forms, gravel in all its
forms.
Disease* of
urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
'Ons-opbthalmia. uleeis of long standing, inertumors, scrofula in all its forms, cancer,
of the-kiu, canker, piles, hemordvspepsia. diseases ot the
*M "P"1'•* diseases, curvatures,
mt,cm* ,u ur»,K»». rheumatism in all its
forms, deafness, muscular,
contraction, white swell^ueorrlwF*. floor albn-.
whites, fits. To
might lx- added a long list
of diseases which Dr. B has treated with
eoualsueces*.
All FEMALE
success, care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of
important recoveries under his treatment, which can be
seen by callina
"
on him at his rooms.
cate

Leave l’ortland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 5.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, St an dish.
Steep

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
t.en. Winfield Scott,USA. Dr. Wilson, 11th st., NY.
Gov Morgan, NY.State. Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr.J.R.Chiltou.N.Y.City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N V. City.
N.J.
Nicholl.New- Dr. Marcv, New York,
Dr. Paist, Philadelphia,
ark. N.J.
fey"-None genuine without the signature of “ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.," is over the cork of
each bottle.
XT MAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists aud all first class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—806 Broadwav. New York.
John la foy. Pah«.
Agent for France and Germany.

by

Hagl!

orders:

a

_

Prime, for sale bv

THROUGH

ly.at

complexion.

pi©

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. .1 B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
l’ortlaud.
tlT-Sond stamp for Circular.
jull—d&w tfS

fain

Because it will not iutoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, aud is
admired for its rick, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, :md a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

COXSULTATIONS.-Dr. Hughe* has
for a number of years confined bin attention to
diseases of a certain clans. During bis practice he

Dr. Jiovntmi

B. 11. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Su(>erintenrient.

Augnsta, Nov. 15, 18*12.

Surgeon.

Street, Portland, Me.
Where he will treat all clawea of Diaeaaea
by application of Electricity and the mod
approved remedies.

DISEASES

Waterville, Ken-

8faces leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscaseet, Daniariscotfa, Waldoboro’, Warreu, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.

-o

SPEER’S WINE

Inlirmary.

Sg'

da 1 ? Mtl » and ftkowhi-Kan an.l at
Kendall'? Mill,
with tlm I'enobeeut & Iivum-bvc Railroad for
Burnham. I'ittslivld. Newport and Baneor
Tickets sold in Boston tor all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bungor and Stations on the Penobscot a Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

'

It imparts a healthy action of the (ilands, Kidneys,
aud Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout
aud Rheumatic Affections.

DK. in <;iii;v

r»tCMnfnro^iit0r J »ss“it-ro'.

and

AltD OrriCK

No. 309 < «nere*H

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

It' as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wiue of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,

or state Agent for DAVIS A KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodftvtoctl

R^IIJKXCK

York A Cumberland Railroad.

and American
used in
of the first families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC

some

and

Electropathic Physician

fol-

and Boston,at 10.45 A.
Brunswick with the Androscoggin
hailr.mil l«»r
Livermore Falls, Wiltou and
Lewiston,
1 arming ton.
Leave I'orllai.d for Bath am) Anemia at 1.00 IV
M.,
connecting aitli tin. Alidrom-.v^iii train? at Bruns.
wick for Lewiston, Uvermore 1 all?. Wilton
and Farat
and
Aa*u,t» wjthlhe s
mmgton;
k K

j

|

beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,

LARD OIL,

Ami »ll other Articles usually kept in
Paint establishment.

j

celebrated in

DYE-STUFFS,

KLKOSLXE OIL,

DR. II. J. BOYNTON,

Nov. loth,
Wednesday,
will leave a*

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

SAMBUC1 WINE,

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

!

Every

-A LAO-

HOMESTEADS FOR

Vermont Butter.
TUBS

j

11r

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAS PERFI MERY,

Gray Beards,

15.000 Acres of

2pT
O

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

Augusta for Bath, Portland

||

-1» KA LKIt IS-

MEDICAL.

pleasure

Street

dti

9Dt. 27.18fi2.

Land in

Exchange

A.M» PORTLAND II. R.

On ami after
1862, passenger trains

A-BT1

Il

Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1%2.

..

UBK.

H

POOR RIC HARD'S

conned

|

WINTER AIIR A NG EM ENT.

Grape,

•§* 5

with house.

'*

—

Stable

MlWEBEC

If
If

886, Washinoton St., Bath.

]_

WI\E.

>>

HOUSE.”

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
-id invites
the travelling community to call and see il
he knows "how to keep a hotel." Clean,
alrv room*, good bods, a well-provided t ihle, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he bolds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City."

RAILROADS.

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids

THE

•*

and worth the money.

POE I’HYMICIANB'

Eclectic Ylcdical

Mail Line.

Weekly

..

4c. and Shelled do. 6c G
lh. Nuts and Dates 2c P
p lb. Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Hai- l8
sins 6c |> lb. Citron 30
L
t>c ad ral.
Almonds—.Iordan |> lb.
Soft Shell.20 (222c T
Shelled.25 a 30
Currants.15 a 16 L
Citron.4*2 a 45 C
Pea Nuts.$2p«2) s

Or Choice Oporto

OCEAY STEAMSHIP CO’S

**

dollars—Treasury Notes,
you—duly paid at the sutler's, I became tile possessor
of a pair ofboots. Very good boots too, 1 think

II A Y,

SATIlira

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

run as

§84
§86

an

splendid

The

m*

m

-j

1

instant, that. learning | \Vhitea>h.1
to skate is the least bit calculated to inspire I!
Lehigh.10@
Franklin. 10@
you with any pleasing emotions. Far from it.
Collre.
I will toll you just how it will lie. You w ill
I
lb.
Don’t Imagine

H.

X£

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Chee*e.
Duty 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb... .11

Girls on Ice.

I

”JUNCTION

Sperm.32 >3*35

MISCELLANY.

_42 (a) 50

SPEER'S

India. 20® 25
Souchong.60 1^55 I Vnrninh.
T obncco*
Furniture.S2 @ 8
Duty": Leaves unmnnu ac- *<»ach.81® 5
lured 25. all other kind*' I Mi mar.34® 4
85 pc ad val.
Wool.
D’s& 10’s best br’ds.70 @75c Duty: Costing 18c P Ib
do.
medium. .05 (a.68
and under 5 pc, over 18c
do.
to 24c p ib 3c, over 24c
cmninon. 60 (a.62 !
half lbs best br’ds.78 !£*80
9c p lb.
do. med. good. 06
70 Fleece.45 @55c
do. common.. .60 (rr62 ,ambf>.45 ®53
Natural Leal. lbs.91 w If Zinc.
Fancv, in Foil.l]tf 2 Duty: In blocks or pigs
Tin.
ljc, in sheets 2c p ib,
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 26 manufactures of 30 pc
ad rat.
Pc ad val.
Bauca, cosh.43c@ 44 *ign and (dabs.61® 54
Straits, cash..... .40 >a42 Sheet iVmndmann. \ \] a \2
Flates-t’liar.U\S124<§18 Sheathing.90 ®

Spring.9 § 10
Sheet Iron, Engl 6j§ 6j
Sheet Iron, Russia.17

HLcmp

1
m;80

y«

_MEDICAL.

_

I.X. .15 fa 16
do.
Kxchit ngc.
Coke.113« 12 jondon—60 d. 148 ® 153
W oml.
'ari*../3 82|®8 90
Hard, retail.88 @

Butter.
Duty 4c P lb.
Family P lb.22 a,24c

or

MEDICAL.

|

_

Boys' Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

fullTd&wCm

JOBBERS OF ClOTHIMi,

Woe. 34 and 3S Kiddle Street, Portland.
Alfred Woodman,
Geo. W. Woodman,
Charles Bailey.
Seth B. Utrsey,

augSOdkwtf

#

